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H irota’s bilinear method for finding exact soliton solutions of nonlinear evolu­
tion and wave equations is discussed and illustrated. The MACSYMA programs HI- 
ROTA_SINGLE.MAX and HIROTA-SYSTEM.MAX are included. These programs 
autom atically carry out the lengthy algebraic computations for the symbolic calcu­
lation of one, two and three soliton solutions. The programs also allow to test if 
four soliton solutions exist for both single bilinear equations and systems of coupled 
bilinear equations. The MACSYMA programs are tested by constructing exact so­
lutions of various nonlinear partial differential equations from soliton theory, such as 
the Korteweg-de Vries, the modified Korteweg-de Vries, the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili, 
and the Boussinesq equations.
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C hapter 1 
In troduction
‘Solitons’ made their first appearance in the world of science with the beau­
tiful report [1, 2] on waves, presented by J. Scott Russell in 1844. While riding his 
horse along the Edinburgh-Glasgow canal in 1834 Russell observed “the great wave 
of translation” produced by a canal barge. When the vessel suddenly stopped, a 
rounded, smooth and well-defined heap of water rolled forward with great velocity. It 
continued its course along the channel for a couple of miles without change in form or 
diminution of speed. The solitary wave, so-called because it often occurs as a single 
localized entity, was born.
Despite some attem pts by Scott Russell to guess at the analytical form for 
the peculiar wave profile, his observation remained unexplained until 1895 when two 
Dutchmen, Korteweg and de Vries [3], derived their now famous KdV equation for 
the propagation of one-directional surface waves in shallow water.
The great discovery of the universal nature of the KdV equation and its re­
markable properties was to await another 60 years. In 1955, at Los Alamos, Fermi,
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Pasta and Ulam [4] carried out some numerical studies in an a ttem pt to understand 
the energy distribution over various wave modes in a nonlinear one-dimensional la t­
tice, consisting of nonlinear springs and identical masses. In contrast to what they 
expected, the nonlinear interactions between the modes did not evenly distribute the 
energy throughout all the modes. The unexpected nature of their results stimulated 
more work on nonlinear systems and also called for a m athem atical explanation. In 
1965, Norman Zabusky and M artin Kruskal discovered the ‘soliton’ property from 
the results of the numerical simulations for the particle behavior observed in the 
Fermi-Pasta-Ulam experiment. Remarkably enough the m athem atical model for this 
apparently unrelated problem led again to the KdV equation. Focusing on the possible 
interaction of two solitary wave solutions, Zabusky and Kruskal noticed a remarkable 
phenomenon: Whereas during the interaction two solitary pulses behaved in a most 
nonlinear way, they emerged from their collision with their former heights, widths 
and velocities. The only evidence of the interaction was a phase shift whereby the 
larger solitary wave appeared to be ahead of the position it would have been had it 
travelled alone with the smaller one behind. Solitary waves with this strange particle­
like behavior deserved a special name. The name soliton was chosen because of the 
ending ‘on’ which is Greek for ‘particle’.
The recent history of the m athem atics of solitons begins in 1967 with a remark­
able discovery by Gardner et al. [5] of an exact method for solving the initial problem
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of the Korteweg de Vries equation. In essence, they reduced the nonlinear problem 
to a linear one, which was well-known as the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem for 
the Schrodinger operator. They also discussed the properties of the exact solution de­
scribing the interaction of solitons. This method, which now bears the name Inverse 
Scattering Transform, was later extended to a more general form to be applicable 
to a wide class of nonlinear evolution and wave equations such as the modified KdV 
equation, the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, the sine-Gordon equation, and many 
more [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
In 1971, Hirota [11] developed an ingenious method for obtaining the exact 
multi-soliton solutions of the KdV equation and derived an explicit expression for 
its TV-soliton solution. An elegant formulation of this method requires the use of 
bilinear operators, therefore it is called Hirota’s bilinear method. Over the last decade 
this m ethod has been shown to be applicable to a large class of nonlinear evolution 
equations, including difference-differential and integro-differential equations [12].
H irota’s bilinear method, which is usually applied to completely integrable 
systems, is well suited for partially integrable equations as well. One can indeed 
conjecture th a t all completely integrable nonlinear evolution equations can be put 
into bilinear form. The converse is not true: a bilinear form can also be constructed 
for m any equations tha t are not integrable. In particular, it is not true th a t any 
nonlinear evolution equation tha t can be written in bilinear form, autom atically has
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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a 7V-soliton solution for any value of N.  In fact, even the existence of two-soliton 
solutions is nontrivial for a completely general bilinear equation. Hence, there is a 
need for a straightforward algorithm to test whether or not an equation in bilinear 
form admits a TV-soliton solution; and if so for which values of N .  A well-documented 
search for bilinear equations adm itting soliton solutions has been done by Ito [13] and 
Hietarinta [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
H irota’s bilinear method has been studied and used extensively. The funda­
mental idea behind the method is to use some dependent variable transformation 
to put the nonlinear evolution equation in a form where the new unknown function 
appears bilinearly. Once the bilinear form of the equation is found, one introduces a 
formal perturbation expansion to construct its solution step by step. If soliton solu­
tions exist this expansion will always truncate and the now finite series will lead to 
an exact solution.
The drawback of H irota’s method is th a t it requires a great deal of elementary 
algebra and calculus. These straightforward calculations can easily be performed with 
any symbolic manipulation program, such as MACSYMA, REDUCE, MATHEMAT- 
ICA, SCRATCHPAD, MAPLE and DERIVE.
In this thesis, we present MACSYMA programs based on the algorithm of 
H irota’s bilinear method to carry out the symbolic calculation of one, two and three 
soliton solutions for both a single bilinear equation and for a system of coupled bilinear
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equations. These symbolic programs also allow testing to see if one, two, three and 
four soliton solutions exist, without having to construct these solutions explicitly.
We also give some test results for well-known nonlinear PDEs such as the 
Korteweg-de Vries, the Boussinesq, the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili, the Sawada-Kotera 
and the shallow water wave equations [10, 14, 15, 18, 19].
W ith these programs in place one can now start a comprehensive search for 
nonlinear evolution and wave equations th a t admit soliton solutions and therefore 
have some or all of the remarkable properties shared by completely integrable non­
linear PDEs.
As of today, there are no other programs available tha t allow testing for the 
existence of exact soliton solutions and allow their construction without direction by 
the user.
T-4162 6
C hapter 2 
H irota’s B ilinear M ethod
H irota’s method has been one of the most successful direct techniques for 
constructing exact solutions to various nonlinear partial differential equations from 
soliton theory. For a review of other direct methods we refer to papers by Hereman 
[20] and Hereman and Takaoka [21].
The m ethod also allows testing if a certain equation satisfies the necessary 
requirements to admit solitary wave solutions and soliton solutions.
The drawback of H irota’s method is th a t the bilinear form must be known. 
In other words, the technique applies to any equation th a t can be written in bilinear 
form, either as a single bilinear equation or as a system of coupled bilinear equations.
Once the bilinear form is obtained the method becomes algorithmic. Nothing 
is needed beyond calculus and algebra. The calculations however become very lengthy 
and involved, in particular for PDEs of high order or with highly nonlinear terms. 
The complexity of the calculations also drastically increases with the type of soliton 
solution one desires to obtain. Single soliton solutions are easy to calculate, even by
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hand, two and three soliton solutions are barely manageable by hand. Four soliton 
solutions are at the limit of what a symbolic program can do. Once the form of the 
two and three soliton solutions are known, their structure reveals the form of higher 
soliton solutions. Using m athem atical induction one can then prove whether or not 
the hypothesized general solution satisfies the equation. This kind of conjecturing 
and testing could be greatly assisted with any symbolic manipulation program.
Needless to say, this type of calculation is very suitable for a large scale sym­
bolic manipulation program, such as MACSYMA, MATHEMATICA and REDUCE.
Here we only give a synopsis of the Hirota method which has been discussed 
in great detail in a vast amount of literature on soliton theory [9, 10, 12, 22, 23].
In essence, H irota’s method requires:
(i) a clever change of dependent variable,
(ii) the introduction of a novel differential operator,
(iii) a perturbation expansion to solve the resulting bilinear equation.
2.1 T h e /-F u n ctio n
M otivated both by the form of the iV—soliton solution for the KdV, known 
from e.g. the Inverse Scattering Transform Method [9], and by a transform ation for 
the Burgers’ equation (i.e. the Cole-Hopf transform ation [9] tha t reduces the Burgers’ 
equation into the linear heat equation), in 1971 Hirota defined a new function /  as
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follows
. [ . , i ) . / y . ( 2 D
This change of dependent variable is quite often revealed by Painleve analysis of the 
equation [24, 25, 26, 27]. In many books [2, 7, 8, 18] this function /  is now called the 
r  function because not only does it serve as a means of generating soliton solutions, 
but it also plays a crucial role in the theoretical framework behind H irota’s method.
2.2 T h e B ilinear O perator
Hirota introduced the differential operator D x, defined on ordered pairs of 
functions f ( x )  and g(x ), as follows
(2.2)
More generally, he defined
o r  J W - . )  ■  ( I  -  ± ) ~  (JL  _  0 1 (2.3)
for non-negative integers m  and n. This type of differential operator is called a bilin­
ear operator, due to the obvious linearity in both its arguments. Bilinear operators 
Dy,D™y etc. could be defined in a similar way.
Let us look at how the operators act on simple functions. The following
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properties for the bilinear operators in (2.2) and (2.3) are easily verified:
W l )  =  £ r  ’ (2'4)
D ?U -9)  =  ( - 1  )mD?{g-})  , (2.5)
D ™{f'f )  =  0 , for m odd , (2.6)
D ^ D ^ ( e klX- Ufli-eh2X- Wat) =  (Aq -  k2)rn( - u i +  cj2)nelkl+k2)*-lUl+u*)t  ̂ q .7)
In particular, the last property will be very useful in the calculation of soliton solu­
tions. Let P ( D t ,D x) be a polynomial in D t and Dx. Then it follows from (2.4) and
(2.7) tha t
P ( D X, D t)(eklX- wl‘-ek2X- ‘̂ t) = P ^ ~ k2' ~ U’1+U’2\ p (Dx, D , ) ( e ^ +k2'>x- ^ 1+‘n) t -l) .
P{ki-\-k2f —Ll>i —̂ 2 )
(2.8)
These properties will be used extensively in the computer implementation of the 
Hirota method.
2.3 T he B ilinear Form  of a Single E quation
We take the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation [19],
ut -I- 6uux -f u3x = 0 , (2.9)
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as the leading example to outline the Hirota procedure for a single equation. 
Carrying out the dependent variable transformation
u \x , t )  — 2 fix2, 5 (■̂ •10)
and one integration with respect to x y allows us to replace (2.9) by
f f x t  — fx f t  +  f f i x  — 4fxfzx  +  3 — 0 • (2-11)
This quadratic equation in /  can then be written in bilinear form ,
P ( D X, D t) ( f  f )  «  B ( f - f )  ^  {DxDt +  D i)  ( / • / )  =  0 , (2.12)
where the new operator D x and D t are given in (2.2) and (2.3). P  should be considered 
as a polynomial in its arguments, B  abbreviates the bilinear operator for the KdV 
equation.
Let us briefly consider some other examples of nonlinear PDEs with their 
bilinear representations.
For the Sawada-Kotera (SK) equation [19],
ut +  45u2ux 4- 15uxuxx +  15uu3x +  u5x = 0 , (2.13)
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the dependent variable transformation (2.10) and one integration with respect to x 
yields
P (D X, D t) ( f - f )  «  (A A  +  D$) ( / • / )  =  0 . (2.14)
For the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation [19],
(ut -f 6uux +  u3x)x 4- 3u2y =  0 , (2.15)
analogously, one would obtain
P ( D „  A , A )( /- / )  =  {D.D, + D 4X + 3D l)  ( / • / )  =  0 , (2.16)
where D y is defined in a similar way as D x and D t.
The shallow water wave (SW) equation [19],
uxxt -(- 3uut — 3ux j  ut dx — 2ux — u t = 0 , (2.17)
can also be transformed into bilinear form as
P (A , A )(/-/)  =  (D 3xDt - D l -  a  A ) ( / • / )  =  o . (2.18)
Many more single equations from soliton theory can be transformed into a single new
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equation in bilinear form [12]. But not all!
2.4 T he B ilinear Form  o f a C oupled S ystem
Let us give an example of a famous soliton equation for which all attem pts to 
derive a single bilinear form fail. To obtain a bilinear representation for the so-called 
modified Korteweg-de Vries (mKdV) equation [15],
ut +  6u2ux -f- U 3 X  =  0 , (2.19)
much more work is required and one will end up with a system of bilinear equations. 
Introducing a new function w  by u =  wx, (2.19) can be replaced by
wix +  6wlwxx +  w4x = 0 . (2 .20)
Next, we integrate with respect to x  and we set the integration constant equal to 
zero. Thus,
wt +  2wl  +  w3x = 0 . (2 .21)
Changing the dependent variable in (2.21) according the transform ation
w(x , t )  =  —2zarctan (2.22)
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leads to
(F 2 +  G2)[(Z?® +  D t)(G-F)} -  3Dx{G-F)[Dl(F-F  +  GG)]  =  0 . (2.23)
Since we still have two arbitrary functions F  and G we require tha t
(D3x + Dt)(G-F) = 0 ,  (2.24)
D l(F -F  + G G )  = 0 ,  (2.25)
or upon complex rotation via /  =  F  +  iG , g =  F  — iG , so tha t w =  log(//^f), one 
obtains
Pi(Dx, D,){f-g) *  (D3x + Dt)(f-g) =  0 ,  (2.26)
P2(Dx, D t)(f-g)  =f F 2( /-S) =  0 .  (2.27)
Various other single equations and, of course, systems of equations are transformable
in terms of a system of bilinear equations [9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
2.5 H iro ta ’s D irect M ethod
Our task is now to solve the bilinear equation. To make m atters clear, let us
continue with the KdV case in (2.12). Introducing a bookkeeping param eter e, we
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look for a formal series solution
/ = l  +  £ e “ / » ,  (2-28)
n=l
for unknown functions f i ( x y tf), f 2(x , t ), etc.. Substituting (2.28) into (2.12) and equat­
ing to zero the powers of e, yields
O(e0) : B (  1-1) =  0 ,  (2.29)
C^e1) : B ( l - / i + / i - l )  =  0 ,  (2.30)
0 ( e 2) : B ( l - f 2 +  f i - f i  + fz- l )  = 0 , (2.31)
0 (e 3) : S ( l - /s  +  / 1- /2  +  / 2 - / i + / 3 - l ) = 0 ,  (2.32)
0 (e 4) : B ( l ’f 4 +  / i * /3  +  / 2 * /2  +  / 3 */i +  / 4 T) =  0 , (2.33)
0 (e n) : B [ J 2  f j ' f n —j ) = 0 ,  with f 0 = 1 . (2.34)
,i=o
Of course, (2.29) is trivially satisfied. This scheme is general whatever the explicit 
expression of the bilinear operator B  is. For the KdV equation the operator B  is 
defined in (2.12).
It is well-known [9, 10] th a t if the original PDE admits a 7V-soliton solution 
then (2.28) will truncate at level n =  N ,  provided f \  is the sum of precisely N  simple
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exponential terms. In the sense th a t the series truncates, the Hirota method is very 
different from any traditional perturbation expansion where the series would contain 
infinitely many terms.
The simplest solution of the KdV equation is the one soliton solution (N  =  1) 
generated from
/ i  =  exp 0 = exp(kx  - u - \ - 8 )  , 
where k , u  and 6 are constant, equation (2.30) determines the dispersion law,
lj =  k3 , (2.35)
and (2.31) allows to set / 2 =  0. Consequently we can take /,• =  0 for i > 2. Let e =  1 
and we have
/  =  l + / i = l  +  exp 0 = 1 +  exp (kx  — u t  8) .
Now, substituting /  in (2.10) with (2.35), we obtain
.  2 .  2 ( f i k -  £
=  —k2sech2—(kx — k3t +  £) .
2 2 J
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Denoting —k =  K , we get 
£
u =  2 K 2sech2K ( x  — AK 2t +  8) ,
i. e. the pulse shaped solitary wave solution of the KdV equation.
To construct the two soliton solution (N  =  2) of the KdV equation we start
with
/ i  =  exp Ox -1- exp 02
=  exp(kxx — o>! +  Si) +  exp(k2x — uj2 +  S2) ,
where a;,- and £t- are constant and i =  1,2, Again (2.30) determines the dispersion 
law
u>i = k f ,  * =  1 ,2 .  (2.36)
The term s generated by B(fx-fx)  in (2.31) justify the choice
f 2 =  a i2 exp(#i +  02)
=  ai2 exp [(kx -f k2) x -  (u>i +  w2) t +  ( ^  +  <S2)]
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and (2.31) allows to calculate the constant W ith (2.36) one then obtains
(kl -  2 ) /o 0 7 ^
12 — (U . u \2 * (i.37)(&i -f fc2)
Subsequently, (2.32) allows to verify th a t indeed f 3 =  0, and (2.33) allows to take
fi  =  0 for i > 3. Set e =  1 in (2.28) to get
/  =  1 +  exp 0i -|- exp 02 4- «i2 exp(0x +  02) , (2.38)
Upon substitution of /  in (2.10), with (2.36) and upon selecting
c 2
e 8i =  for 2 =  1 , 2 ,
ki
f  =  jy*e“ 2^1+ 2̂) where 0,- =  A;,-a; — u;,-i -f A,- , for 2 =  1 , 2 ,
we obtain
_  n d 2\ n f ( x ,t) _  
u[x , r) 2 *) •
If we now take cf =  [ f 2 f 1 ) for 2 =  1,2, then
\ k 2 — ki J
f ( x ,  t) =  r j " )  ^ 2 cosh y cosh y ~  kl sinh y sinil ’
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and u(x, t) can be rewritten in a nice form as
d2 In f ( x , t )
u (x , t )  = u (x , t )  = 2-
dx
k% — k2 \  (  k\cosech2!2- +  k2sech.2
(k2 coth ^  — ki tanh ^ ) 2 
Consider the case of a three soliton solution ( N  =  3). Then,
3 3
f i  = ^ 2  exp(0») =  exp (k{ x - U i t  + Si) , (2.39)
i=i i=i
where and Si are constants. Whereas (2.30) determines the dispersion law for
the KdV equation,
Ui = k f y i = 1 , 2 , 3 .  (2.40)
The term s generated by B ( f 1’f 1) in (2.31) justify the choice
/ 2 =  a12 exp(0i +  02) +  a13 exp(0i -f 0 3 ) +  <*23 exp(02 + O3)
=  «i2 exp [(ki H- k2) x  — (a; 1 +  uj2) t +  Si +  S2]
-f a i3  exp [(&i -f* k3) x  — (a;i -f ^ 3 )  ̂“I" 4- ̂ 3 ]
“I- <*23 exp [(k2 -f- k3) x  — (d 2 -f lo3 ) t +  S2 +  £3 ] ? (2-41)
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and (2.31) allows the calculation of the constants <Zi2 ,fli3 and a23 . W ith (2.40) one 
obtains
^  =  / l '  _L =  1,2,3 W‘th  i <  J ' (2A2)
V  *  '
Then, 4- / 2 */i) in (2.32) motivates the particular solution
/3 = ^123 exp(̂ i 4 02 4 $3 )
=  ^123 exp [(A?i 4 k24 k3^x (^ 1 4 ^ 2 4 ^ 3 )^4 (^ 1 4*̂ 2 4 ^ 3 )] ? (2.43)
and one calculates
(*! ~  k2f  (ki ~  fc3)2 (fcj, ~  fc3)2
(fci +  ^2)2 (&! ^3)2 (^2 “I" ^3 )*
L    _ _  * ) *3 ; ^ 2  — ^3 ; ro AA\O123 — a 12 «13 ^23 — 71 —TTT71--- . -; --2 ~ --- . " , V'2 •
Subsequently, (2.33) allows us to verify tha t indeed / 4 =  0. In the sixth equation of 
the scheme B ( f 2-f3 4  / 3 */2 ) should equal zero in order to assure th a t fs  = 0. If so, it 
will be possible to take /,- =  0 for i >  6. Finally, setting e =  1 in (2.28), we obtain
/  =  1 4  exp 01 4  exp 02 4  exp 03
4  a12 exp(01 4  02) 4  a i3 ex p (^  4  0z) 4  a23 exp(02 +  ^3 )
4  bi23 exp(^i 4  02 4  $3 ) , (2.45)
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which upon substitution in (2.10) generates the well-known three soliton solution of 
(2.9). There is no simple formula found for u(x , t )  of the three soliton solution of 
KdV equation.
The construction of iV-soliton solutions [9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23] with 
N  >  3 is tedious and the necessary algebraic simplifications and factorizations are 
bound to fail if carried out by hand. Hence the need for a symbolic program that 
relieves us of the elaborate calculations. Before we enter the arena of symbolic ma­
nipulation we will discuss the conditions under which H irota’s method can be applied 
and would lead to exact soliton solutions.
T-4162 21
C hapter 3 
T he H irota C onditions
In this chapter we will use Hirota’s method to investigate whether or not a bi­
linear equation (or system of bilinear equations) has the required properties to admit 
one, two or three soliton solutions. This type of testing inherently allows us to verify 
if an equation is completely integrable, provided the bilinear form is known. Com­
pletely integrable means tha t the Inverse Scattering Transformation Method would be 
applicable and th a t the equation could be linearized and therefore solved. The linear 
equations tha t result from the Inverse Scattering Transform Method are integral equa­
tions of Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko type. More details about the connection between 
H irota’s and the Inverse Scattering Transform methods can be found in [28, 29].
3.1 H iro ta ’s C onditions and Soliton  Solution  for a S ingle E quation
Consider any bilinear equation of the form
P {D x, D i) ( f - f )  =  0 . (3.1)
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To obtain a single soliton solution we take
/  =  1 +  es , (3.2)
with
9 =  kx  — u?t +  S , (3-3)
and where k, to and 6 are constant parameters.
This /  is a solution of (3.1), provided the parameters k and uj satisfy the 
dispersion relation,
P ( k , - u >) =  0 .  (3.4)
It is obvious tha t the polynomial P  in (3.1) must be even,
P{DX, D t) =  P ( - D x, - D t) , (3.5)
and without a constant term,
P (0 ,0 ) =  0 .  (3.6)
A one and also a two-soliton solution can always be constructed for (3.1) if the
conditions (3.5) and (3.6) are satisfied. To obtain a two-soliton solution we start with
/  =  1 +  e01 +  e°2 +  <z12e*1+*2 (3.7)
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where
$i = kiX — <jJit -f , 2 =  1 ,2 .  (3-8)
For /  to satisfy (3.1) the dispersion law (3.4) should hold for each pair (fc,,u>,) and 
coefficient should be chosen as
_  P ( k i  ~  k2, —u>\ + ^2) /q qn
0,12 P ( k x + k2, —uji — u>2)
This technique of constructing a one and two-soliton solution works for all nonlinear 
equations th a t can be cast in the bilinear form (3.1). Apart from (3.5) and (3.6) there 
are no further constraints on P. Furthermore, using the polynomial P  gives a fast 
and elegant way of calculating the coefficients a 12, without having to use the bilinear 
operator explicitly.
Let us now turn  to the construction of the TV-soliton solution and the related 
conditions for P.
W hen the ansatz (3.7) is extended to three or more solitons we get stringent 
conditions for the polynomial P  . For the TV-soliton solution, Hirota [23] starts with 
a generalization of (3.7) and writes /  in the form
/  =  12  exp
0,1
\ N )  N
^ v A i j f i i l l j  4" ^  ' Hi\0j 
t< j  *=1
(3.10)
where the 0, are as in (3.8) for i =  1 , 2 , . . . , TV. The summation o,i is over all
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combinations of /ii =  0,1, fi2 =  0,1, . . . ,  /xjv =  0,1. The summation J2t<} stands 
for all possible combinations under the condition 0 <  i < j < N .  For example, for 
N  — 3, (3.10) will be given by
/ = ! +  e01 + e02 + e03 + a12e0'+02 + a13e6i+9* +  a23e02+d3 +  b123e0i+02+03
Mi = 0 Mi =  1 Mi =  0 M II 0 Mi =  1 Mi =  1 Mi =  0 Mi =  1
M2 = 0 M2 =  0 M2 =  1 "ft to II 0 M2 =  1 M2 =  0 M2 =  1 M2 =  1
M3 = 0 M3 =  0 w II O Ms =  1 ■ft w II 0 Ms =  1 M3 =  1 Ms =  1
where under each term  we gave the corresponding fi values and where
aij =  exp Aij and &123 =  ai2a13a23 •
W hen (3.10) is substituted into (3.1) we get at first order in ee the condition (3.4) 
for the constants i =  1 , 2 , . . . , TV. The constants atJ- or equivalently A{j are
determined at second order in ee by the analog of (3.9),
_  a P i k i - k j i - W i + U j )  .atj — exp A tj — . , z < j .  (3.11)
P  ( “f" Kj, U)% UJj J
At  higher orders, Hirota [23] obtained the conditions
S[P, Tl] =  ^  P  I 2  ~
<r= ± l \» = 1 t = l  ,
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(n)
X P (< T ik i  —  C T jk j, — CTiUJi +  CTjUJj )&iCTj =  0 (3.12)
*<i
for each n =  2,3, .. . ,AT. Where S a=±i indicates the summation over all possible 
combinations of cr1 — ±1, <j2 =  ±1, . . . ,  an =  ±1 and means the product
over all possible combinations of n elements under the condition i < j , and all k{, a;,- 
subject to (3.4). Since it is essential to the bilinear transform ation method, the 
explicit proof of the iV-soliton condition (3.12) is given in Appendix A. For n =  2 
the condition (3.12) is satisfied automatically provided tha t (3.5) holds. The first 
nontrivial condition (3.12) occurs for n = N  = 3.
Example:
For the KdV equation the bilinear form is (2.12), hence the polynomial is
P ( D X, Dt) =  DXD,  +  . (3.13)
So we can verify the conditions (3.5) and (3.6) immediately
P ( - D x, - D t) = ( - D x) ( - D t) + ( - D x)4 
= D xD t +  Dt  
=  P {D X, Dt) ,
P( 0 , 0)  =  0 .
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A two soliton solution can always be constructed, starting with
where
=  kiX — u>it +  , i — 1 ,2.
Let
P(ki,-u>i) =  0 , i -  1,2 ,
or
+ kf = 0 , i = 1,2 ,
from which the dispersion relation of the KdV follows
i =  kf,  i =  1,2 .
Furthermore, according to (3.11),
P(ki  — k2, — -f- co2)
a 12 P(ki  4- k2, —u)x — u 2)
(k\ — k2){—(jj\ 4~ ^ 2 ) +  (kx — k2) 





Substitution of the dispersion relation (3.14) and simplification yields
(ki — ^ ) (  ^ 1 H" &2) (^ 1  ^2 )^
~ (* i +  k2) ( - k f  -  k$) +  (An +  fc2)4
(fei -  *»)(-*? +  fc| +  (fct -  fc2)3 
(fcl -{" k2)(— ̂ 1 — ^2 (^1 "t" ^2 )^
(fci -  k2) ( - k l  + k* + k * -  3JfeJJfej + U ik*  -  Jb|) 
{ h  +  k2) ( - k \  - k l  + k l  + 1k'ik2 + 3fc,fcf +  k%) 
(ki -  k2){—Zk\k2 + 3jfei*|)
(k2 + k2)(Zk^k2 +  3fcifc|)
(*i -  h ) 2
{ h  + k2f  '
For the three soliton solution condition (n =  N  =  3), we need to verify that 
5[P, 3] =  0, this means th a t
S[p > 31 =  ^ 2  P  ( 2  ~  H
<T = ± 1 \i = l t = l J
(3)
X YL p {aiki — CTjkj, —CTiUJi +  (TjUJj)aicrj (3.15)
*<j
=  ^ 2  p {p'\ki ~t" 02 &2 +  03&3? —criWi — cr2u;2 — <7 3 0 7 3)
<T=±  1
X P(<Jifci — a 2 fc2 , — <7!071 - f  <72072 )<7i <72
X P((J\k\ — CTzkz, -f <730;3)<7i<73
X P (a 2k2 — <73&3, —<T2LJ2 4- <73073)<72<73
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= P(k1 +  k2 +  k3, —cji — u 2 — u3)P{ki — k2, —u>i 4  ll>2) 
x P (k 1 — k3, —U>1 -f uj3)P(k2 — fc3, — uj2 4  ^3)
4- P(&i 4  fc2 — &3, — u>i — u?2 4  WzjPiJci — k2, —u>i 4  u;2)
X [-P(&i + A:3, —cji -  o;3)][-P(fc2 4  k3, - lo2 -  u>3)]
-j- P { k i  — k2 4  fc3, — u>i 4  u;2 — w3)[—P ( k i  4  &2, — — w2)]
x P ( k \  — k3, —uji 4  u 3)[—P ( —k2 — k3,uj2 H- W3 )]
4- P{k\ — k2 — fc3, —LJi 4* i*>2 4- W3)[—P(fci 4- &2, — — u;2)]
X [—P{k\  4" &3, —^1  — ^3)]P (” 2̂ "f k3,u>2 — u 3)
4~ P ( —ki 4” k2 4~ k3l 4-c î — ^ 2  — ^3)[—P ( ^1  2̂> ^ 1  4  ^ 2 )]
x [—P ( —fci — fc3,u?i 4- u>z)]P(k2 — fc3, —a;2 4- w3)
4- P ( —&i 4- k2 — k3,oj\ —a>2 4-^3)[—P (~ ^ i  k2,u?i 4 ^ 2 )] 
x P ( —ki 4- k3,uji — u?3)[—P (k 2 4- &3, ~ ^ 2  ~~ ^ 3 )]
4~ P ( —k\ — k2 -f k3y +u>i 4- ^ 2  ^3)P(~&i 4* &2>^ 1  ^ 2 )
x [—P ( —A?i -  &3, oj\ 4- ^ 3 )][—P ( ~ k 2 — k3, u 2 4 -W3 )]
4- P(—A:i — k2 — k3yLJi 4" w2 4 k>3)P(—&i 4 k2, ui\ — a;2)
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X P( — ki +  k3,W\ — W3)P( — k2 -f- k3,W2 — c*>3),
should vanish identically irrespective of the values of all the ki s and the tc^s.
One can use the MACSYMA program HIROTA.SINGLE.MAX to check the 
three soliton condition (3.15) for the KdV bilinear equation (2.12) and to construct 
the three soliton solution. Here we list the results: 5[P, 3] =  0, and
/  =  1 +  e01 +  e*2 +  e03 +  a12 e01+02 +  fli3 e*1+*3 +  a23 e02+03 +  &123 e*1+*2+*3 ,
with
$i =  k{X — +  Si , i = 1,2,3 ,
w{ = k f , i = 1 , 2 , 3 ,
and with coefficients
’ » ,i =  1,2,3 for i < j ,
"123 = <*12 <*13 <*23
(Jfe, -  f r ) a(fc, -  k3f { k 3 -  k3y  
(kx +  fc2)2(fcx +  k3y ( k 2 +  k3y
(3.16)
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3.2 H iro ta ’s C on ditions and Soliton  Solutions for System s o f E quations
Recall tha t the system of bilinear equations for the mKdV is given by
P1(Dx, D t)(f-g)  =  0 ,  (3.17)
P2 (Dx, D t)(f-g)  =  0 ,  (3.18)
where P i is an odd polynomial in Dx, D t and P 2 is even in Dx, D t , but without
constant term , i.e.
Pi(—Dx, —Dt) =  ( - 1  yPi(Dx, D t) ,  i =  l , 2 ,  (3.19)
P2( 0,0) =  0 .  (3.20)
As soon as the above simple conditions are met, a one and two soliton solution can 
be obtained. For the one-soliton solution we take
/  =  l +  e " , (3.21)
g = 1 — ee y (3.22)
with
$ = kx — wt -f £ • (3.23)
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Substituting /  and g into the coupled bilinear equations (3.17) and (3.18), it is easy 
to  show th a t k and uj must satisfy the dispersion relation
P1( k , - L j ) =  0 .  (3.24)
A two soliton solution can always be constructed via the obvious generalization
/  =  1 +  e* +  e"2 +  a12ee,+S2 , (3.25)
g = 1 -  e"1 -  e*2 4- a'l2eei+>2 , (3.26)
where
$i =  k{X — u>it -f Si , i =  l , 2 ,  (3.27)
and
Pi(ki, - u j i) = 0 ,  i =  l , 2 .  (3.28)
We substituted (3.25) and (3.26) into (3.17) and (3.18) and also used (3.27) and 
(3.28). We found th a t (3.25) and (3.26) will be a solution of (3.17) and (3.18) if a12 
and a'12 are given by
/ _  _  ^2(^1 ~  &2? +  ^ 2 )
«12 -  «12 -  + ^  ^ (3.29)
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In [18] it is shown th a t the TV-soliton solution of the system (3.17) and (3.18), will 
follow from
/  =  ] £  exp
p=0,l
9 = exp 
//=0,1
(N) N2 ' o 'jr





* < J 1 = 1
(3.30)
(3.31)
where the 0,- are given in (3.27). The parameters k, and u>,- must again satisfy the 
dispersion relation (3.28) while the axe determined as in (3.29),
„ P 2(fe, ~  k3, - u ,  +  u>,)
aij — exp A-ij — ip (u i u \ ’ 3 *P2{ki +  kj, —u>i -  ujj)
(3.32)
At higher orders (TV >  3), there are two conditions [18] for the polynomials Pt , here 
* =  1,2, namely,
7r
Sodd[Pi, P2 , n] =  ^ 2  Pi &iki, -  sin ^  <7;-
a=±l \t= l i=1 /  \i= l ^
(n)
X  J J  P M h  ~  & j k j ,  —O-iWi  +  (TjUJj )  =  0  ,
»<J
Seven [-P2, Tl] =  “  S I  ‘W  ) COS ( S
<7 = ± 1  \ t  = l 1 = 1 /  \ t  =  l
(n)





for each n = 2 , 3 , . . .  , TV and all subject to (3.28). The proof of the TV-soliton 
conditions for a coupled equations is similar to the proof of the TV-soliton condition 
for a single equation as given in Appendix A.
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C hapter 4
M A C S Y M A  Program s for th e  H irota  M eth od
In this Chapter we discuss some of the features used in the symbolic programs 
HIROTA.SINGLE.MAX and HIROTA_SYSTEM.MAX that carry out the calcula­
tions for H irota’s algorithm to construct multi-soliton solutions.
The symbolic programs calculates the one, two and three soliton solutions of 
a fairly simple PDE. The basic requirement is tha t the PD E can be transformed into 
either a single bilinear equation for the new variable /  or a system of two coupled 
bilinear equations for new variables /  and g. Even for the latter type some restrictions 
apply: the coupled system must be of mKdV type.
The current version of the program HIROTA_SYSTEM.MAX can not han­
dle equations such as the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, the sine-Gordon equation, 
etc., which all lead to different types of coupled systems. The development of a com­
puter program th a t calculates soliton solutions of an entire family of coupled bilinear 
systems would make an interesting topic for further study.
The programs are written in such a way tha t the extension for the A-soliton is
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL OF M IN E S  
GOLDEN, CO 8 0 4 0 1
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straightforward. The structure of the programs should also allow to ‘translate’ them 
into the languages of e.g. MATHEMATICA, MAPLE or REDUCE.
The programs require little interaction from the user, who must provide the 
bilinear operator(s) for the original PD E and specify which soliton solution (one, 
two or three) should be calculated. The user can also control the execution of the 
condition and comparision tests discussed below.
A flowchart of the program HIROTA_SINGLE.MAX, i.e. the MACSYMA 
program for a single bilinear equation, is given in Appendix B. The flowchart for the 
program HIROTAJSYSTEM.MAX is similar.
4.1 Special Features U sed  in th e  Program s
There is no need to use the definitions (2.2) and (2.3) for the Hirota opera­
tors £)£ and D™DJ1. Instead one can use the following equivalent but much simpler 
expressions:
=  y -  (—i ) (n~j)n! a>f s r - ig
S  d x i d x - i  ’ ( ‘ }
™ JL ( — n \ Q'+J f  Qri+m-i-jjjm jjn( c \ ST' ST V__^ ________   L______________ (A
1 j \ ( m - j ) \  i\(n -  *)! dVdxi d t ^ d x ^  ' V * }
The observant reader will recognize these as the Leibniz formula for the deriva­
tives of products, up to an alteration in signs. We show in Appendix A th a t the above
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formulae are equivalent with Hirota’s bilinear operators defined in Chapter 2.
Nowhere in the program do we use the explicit forms of exponentials. In-
d h   ̂j
stead we introduce the functions h(x , t )  with the properties — — — =  kh(x , t )  and
ox
Oh(x^ t)
— — =  — u>h(x, t). These partial derivatives will be assigned to the function h via 
the gradef command in MACSYMA. This trick avoids long expressions involving 
sums and products of exponentials.
The implementation of H irota’s perturbation scheme given in (2.29)-(2.34) is 
nontrivial. Due to memory and space limitations, terms of (2.32) have to be calculated 
separately and added up after necessary simplifications. In other words, MACSYMA 
can not handle the lengthy expressions resulting from applying the bilinear operator 
on sums of pairs of functions occurring in (2.32).
For complicated equations MACSYMA can no longer handle all the terms 
needed to test the existence of a four soliton solution. For example, for the KdV 
equation the test for the existence of a three soliton solution involves verification that 
the sum o f 8 x 5 2 x 3 x 9  =  11232 terms vanishes. Similarly for a four soliton solution to 
exist the algorithm requires checking whether or not the sum o f l 6 x 5 2 x 6 x 9  =  44928 
term s vanishes. The computer (VAX 8600) can still handle that case! For the same 
reason only the test for the existence of a three and four soliton solution are included 
in the programs. More efficient ways to test the existence of solitons are under 
investigation.
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4.2 T he A lgorith m  o f H IR O T A JSIN G L E .M A X
There are 14 blocks (functions) in the program HIROTA-SINGLE.MAX.
We will discuss them  briefly.
•  Block 1: commentinter(name).
This block gives a friendly interface.
• Block 2: dispersion(P,check_coefficients,n,name).
It calculates the dispersion relation for each of the wave numbers ki and angular 
frequencies u>t- via the polynomial P , i.e. P ( k , —u?) =  0.
•  Block 3: condition_4soliton(P).
It tests the condition for the existence of a four soliton solution based on Hirota’s 
condition 5[P, 4]. If the polynomial P  satisfies the condition, then the block 
returns TRUE else FALSE.
• Block 4: condition_3soliton(P).
It tests the condition for the existence of a three soliton solution via H irota’s 
condition 5[P, 3]. If the polynomial P  satisfies the condition, then the block 
returns TRUE else FALSE.
•  Block 5: condition_l_2soliton(P).
It tests the condition for the existence of one and two soliton solutions via 
H irota’s condition, i.e. it verifies whether P  is an even function without constant
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term. If the polynomial P  satisfies these conditions, then the block returns 
TRUE else FALSE.
•  Block 6 : construct_2soliton(B,n).
This block constructs the function / 2 and finds the coefficient a tJ via H irota’s 
bilinear operator.
•  Block 7: construct_3soliton(B,n).
This block constructs the function / 3 and finds the coefficient &123 via H irota’s 
bilinear operator.
•  Block 8 : a J j(P ).
This block calculates the coefficient a tj via the polynomial form.
•  Block 9: check^a().
This block compares the coefficients which are now calculated by the two 
methods. If the coefficients are equal, it returns TRUE else FALSE.
•  Block 10: b_123(P).
This block calculates the coefficient 6 i2 3  via the polynomial form.
•  Block 11: check_b().
This block verifies equality of the coefficients &123 which are now calculated with 
the two different methods. If the coefficients are the same, its returns TRUE 
else FALSE.
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• Block 12: hirota_op(B).
This block defines the H irota’s operators Zl” and D™D™ by (4.1) and (4.2). The 
operator D * is also defined in this block and furthermore this block determines 
the polynomial P  corresponding to the bilinear operator B.
•  Block 13: hirota(B,name,N,test_for_3soliton,check_coefficients, test Jbr_4soliton). 
This block is the main program. B  stands for the bilinear operator B ( f ,  g) for 
the given PDE.
The user can assign a ‘name’ to the PDE, e.g. name: Korteweg_de_Vries equa­
tion.
The N  refers to the iV-soliton solution the user wants to calculate. N is either 
one, two or three.
If test _for_3soliton is TRUE then H irota’s condition for the existence of the 
three soliton solution will be tested. If test_for_3soliton is set to FALSE then 
th a t test will be skipped.
One sets check_coefficients to TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE, the program will 
verify whether or not the coefficients a^ and 6 123 , which are calculated first via 
the polynomial form, coincide with the corresponding coefficients obtained via 
H irota’s bilinear operator.
• Block 14: output(N ).
This block outputs the function /  for the TV-soliton solution. The solution u(x, t )
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of the original PD E is then obtained via the transform ation formula relating /
i _  • r i T / i , r  * i \ n d 2ln f ( x it)and u. ro r  instance, for the KdV equation one has u(x , t )  =  2---------- .
ox
4.3  T he B atch  P rogram  for H IR O T A _SIN G L E .M A X
In a batch file the user must provide the bilinear operator B , give a name 
for the PDE, select the value of N  (either 1, 2 or 3), and set the Boolean variables 
test_for_3soliton, check_coefficients and test_for_4soliton to TRUE or FALSE.
Obviously the verification of coefficients is only relevant for N  >  1, so there 
are twenty possible logical combinations, as given in Table C .l in Appendix C.
As an example we give the batch program we used for the construction of the three 
soliton solution for the KdV equation. 









We decided to  compile the program HIROTA_SINGLE.MAX to improve the speed. 
The compiled version HIROTA_SINGLE.LSP is obtained via the save command in 
MACSYMA (see the MACSYMA manual [30]).
4 .4  T h e  A lg o rith m  o f H IR O T A JS Y S T E M .M A X
There are 14 blocks (functions) in the program HIROTA.SYSTEM.MAX.
•  Block 1: commentinter(name).
This block gives a friendly interface.
• Block 2: dispersion(Pl,check_coefficients,n,name).
It calculates the dispersion relation for each of the wave numbers ki and angular 
frequencies u;t via the polynomial P 1? i.e. P \(k , —a;) =  0.
•  Block 3: condition_4soliton(Pl,P2).
It tests the condition for the existence of a four soliton solution via H irota’s 
conditions Seven[P2, 4] and S'0dd[Pi, P 2 , 4]. If the polynomials Pi and P2 satisfy 
the conditions, then the block returns TRUE else FALSE.
•  Block 4: condition_3soliton(Pl,P2).
It tests the condition for the existence of a three soliton solution by H irota’s 
conditions PevenlP^ 3] and S'oddl-pL? P2 , 3]. If the polynomials Pi and P2 satisfy 
the conditions, then the block returns TRUE else FALSE.
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• Block 5: condition_l_2soliton(Pl,P2).
This block tests the conditions for the existence of the one and two soliton 
solutions via H irota’s condition, i.e. it simply verifies whether Px is odd function 
and P2 is even function without constant term. If the polynomials Px and P2 
satisfy these conditions, then the block returns TRUE else FALSE.
•  Block 6: construct_2soliton(B2,n).
This block constructs the functions f 2 and g2 and finds the coefficient via 
H irota’s bilinear operator.
•  Block 7: construct_3soliton(Bl,n). This block constructs the functions fa and 
<73 and finds the coefficient 6 ^ 3  via H irota’s bilinear operator.
• Block 8 : a_ij(P2 ).
This block calculates the coefficient at<7- via the polynomial form.
•  Block 9: check_a().
This block compares the coefficients <ztJ which are now calculated by the two 
methods. If the coefficients are equal, it returns TRUE else FALSE.
• Block 10: b_123(P2).
This block calculates the coefficient bi23 via the polynomial form.
•  Block 11: check_b().
This block verifies equality of the coefficients bX23 which are now calculated via
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two methods. If the coefficients are the same, it returns TRUE else FALSE.
•  Block 12: hirota_op(Bl,B2).
This block defines the H irota’s operators D ” and by (4.1) and (4.2).
The operator D J is also defined in this block and furthermore it determines the 
polynomials Pi and P2 corresponding to the bilinear operators B 1 and B2.
•  Block 13:
hirota(Bl,B2,name,N,test_for_3soliton,check_coefficients, test_for_4soliton).
This block is the main program. The symbols B 1 and B2  stand for the bilinear 
operators B l ( f , g )  and B 2 ( f ,g )  for the PDE. The operator B 1 should be an 
odd operator and B2  should be an even operator without constant term.
The user can give a ’nam e’ to the PDE, e.g. name: modified_Korteweg_de_Vries 
equation.
The N  refers to the iV-soliton solution the user wants to calculate. N is either 
one, two or three.
If test_for_3soliton is TRUE then H irota’s conditions for the existence of the 
three soliton solution will be tested. If test_for_3soliton is FALSE then that test 
will be skipped.
One sets check_coefficients to TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE, the program will 
verify whether or not the coefficients a tj and 6 1 2 3 , which are calculated first via 
the polynomial form, coincide with the corresponding coefficients obtained via
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H irota’s bilinear operators.
•  Block 14: output(N ).
This block returns the functions /  and g for the 7V-soliton solution.
4.5 T he B atch  P rogram  for H IR O T A _SY ST E M .M A X
For the coupled system, the batch program is similar to the one for a single 
equation. But the user must provide two bilinear operators B 1 and B 2, the first one 
must be odd, the second one even without constant term.
Here is the batch program we used for the construction of the 3-soliton solution for 
the mKdV equation.
writefile(” test_mkdv.out” )$ 




name :mo dified _Korteweg _de _Vries $




C hapter 5 
E xam ples and Test C ases
The programs HIROTAJSINGLE.MAX and HIROTA_SYSTEM.MAX have 
been thoroughly tested. We did a search in the literature to  find soliton equations 
th a t were known to admit three soliton solutions. We also tested some equations that 
do not satisfy the criteria for adm itting a two and/or three soliton solution.
In this Chapter we give the results for the test examples. Unless stated oth­
erwise we selected N  = 3, and the variables test_for_3soliton, check.coefficients and 
test Tor _4soliton were set to TRUE. For some of the examples the actual computer 
output is listed in Appendix D.
5.1 T est R esu lts for Single E quations
We used the program HIROTA_SINGLE.MAX to test the examples below. 
For one soliton solutions the function /  is
/  =  1 +  exp 6 ,
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for two soliton solutions the function /  is given by
/  =  1 +  exp 0\ +  exp $2 +  a12 exp(0x -f 02) >
for three soliton solutions one has
/  =  1 +  exp +  exp 02 4- exp 03
+  a12 ex p (^  -f 02) +  a13 exp (Ox +  03) 4- a23 exp(02 4- 03)
T  6123 exp($i 4  02 4- 03) •
In all the cases we calculated the  coefficients a tj and 6123 in two different ways, via
the polynomial form and via the bilinear operator, and found tha t the coefficients
were equal.
• For the KdV equation (2.9),
Ut 4* 4~ U3 1  5
the bilinear operator [14, 19] is
b U ,9)  =  £>x t [ l , l \ ( f , g )  + Dx[4](f,g)
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There exists a four soliton solution. In the expansion we use 0, =  k^x —urf +  Si, 
where the wave number and the angular frequency depend on each other via 
the dispersion relation u> =  k 3. The coefficients of the three soliton solution are
aij =  /T* , =  1,2 ,3  and * <  j  ,
i k j )
and
(*i -  k2)2 (Jfe, -  k3)2 (k2 -  k3 f
0123 — a  12 « 1 3  a 23 -  7 7  n r \ 2 7 7  T T T 2 7 7  T T ^ 2  *(aTj +  k2) \k\ +  ^3 ) (&2 H" ^3 )
The output of the program confirmed the results in (2.40), (2.42) and (2.44).
• For the Sawada-Kotera equation (SK) (2.13),
ut -F 45u2ux +  15uxu2x +  15uu3x +  u5x =  0 ,
the bilinear operator [19] is
B ( f , g )  = Dxt[ 1, l] ( /,f l)  +  Dx[6](f,g) .
There is a four soliton solution. In the expansion 0t =  kiX — u +  S{. The 
dispersion relation is given by u  =  k5. The coefficients in the three soliton
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solution are
( h  -  k , f  (kf  -  kjkj +  kj)
aii ~  (ki + k , f ( k f  +  k,k3 + kj)
( k i - k i f i k f  +  k ? )
= 11. "11  *’J =  1 ,2 ,3  and ’ < J ’( k i  +  k j )  (k f - k ;)
0123 =  <112 <*13 <*23
(*, -  fc2)3 (fc? +  k f ) ( k ,  -  fc3)3 (fc? + k j ) ( k i  -  fe3)3 (fc23 + fcg)
(fc, +  fc2)3 (fc? -  *?)(*! +  fc3)3 (fc? -  fcl)(fc2 +  fcs)3 (fcf -  fc|) ‘
For the seventh-order KdV equation, the bilinear operator for equation (b-1 ) in
[13] with n =  3 is
B { f , g )  =  T ^ [ l ,  1 ] ( / , # )  -I- D x [ 8 ] ( f , g )  .
There is a two soliton solution but no three soliton solution. In the expansion 
6i = kiX — cjit +  Si with lj =  k7. The coefficient of the two soliton solution is
=  ( h  -  k2) \ k l  -  kxk2 +  kl)  
° 12 (&i +  k2)2(kl  -f k ik2 +  kl)
•  For the modified fifth-order KdV equation, the bilinear operator of equation 
(b-2) in [13] is
B ( f , g )  = D x t[3 , l \ ( f ,g )  + Dx[6](f,g)  .
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There is a two soliton solution but no three soliton solution. In the expansion 
=  kiX — The dispersion relation is u> =  k3 and the coefficient in the
two soliton solution is
_  (*i -  k2)4
ai2 (fci +  h y  '
For the bilinear operator (b-4) in [13],
B ( f , g )  =  D x t[ l , l ] ( f ,g )  +  Dxt[2,2](f ,g)  ,
there is a two soliton solution but no three soliton solution. In the expansion
$i = k{X — (jj{t +  Si and the dispersion relation is u  = —. The coefficient of the
k
two soliton solution is
(A* -  k2f { k l  -  k ,k 2 +  k2) 
“ 12 _  (kt +  k2y ( k i  +  h k 2 +  k l ) '
For the bilinear operator (b*6 ) in [13],
B ( f , g )  =  Dxt[Q,2](f,g)  +  Dxt[3,1 ]( f ,g)  T  Dy[2)(f,g)  ,
there exists a two soliton solution but no three soliton solution. In the expansion
y/k?±A P — k3
=  kiX — Uit +  l(y +  Si. The dispersion relation is u>=-----------  . The
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coefficient of the two soliton solution is
3&1& 2 ( — k\K2 — k̂ fC\ -f~ k\K\ — k  ̂— k̂  T k-Jĉ  H~ k k̂2  ̂H- K \K 2 — 
ai2=3kjc2(k^{2 +  k j { 2+ * 3 ^!  +  klK l - k ^ - k f -  k2Jk%-  k $ 2) + I<lK 2 -  q=4V2 ’
where we used the abbreviations A, = \ J k f ± 4 l f ,  i =  1,2 .
For the bilinear operator (b*8 ) in [13],
B { f ,g )  =  Ihr[2 ] ( / , 0 ) -  Dxt[Q,2](f,g) -  Dxt[2,2](f ,g)  ,
there exists a two soliton solution but no three soliton solution. In the expansion 
$i = fax — Uit +  Si with the dispersion relation u  —  The coefficient of
V &2 +  1
the two soliton solution is given by
2 k \ K xK 2 - 4  kx k2K xK 2+ 2 k \ K xK 2 + 2  K^K2 -  kx k \+ 2 k 2 k\ -  k\k2 -  2 kx k2-  2 
a i 2 ~ 2 k } K i K 2 + 4 k 1 k 2 K i K 2 + 2 k l K 1K 2 + 2 K - lK 2  +  k 1 k % + 2 k t k l  +  k ? k 2 + 2 k 1 k 2 - 2  ’
where Ki  =  y k f + l ,  i = 1 ,2 .
For the bilinear operator (b-9) in [13],
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there exists a two soliton solution but no three soliton solution. In the expansion 
= kiX — u(t  -f Si and the dispersion relation is u; =  —ik 3 with i = %/—1. The 
coefficient of the two soliton solution is
(*i ~  k2)2{2kl -  kxk2 +  2kl)  
“12 _  ( h  +  Jfe2)2(2fc? +  fc2fc2 +  2*1) '
For the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation (2.15),
(Uf 4 6uux -f û x)x 4 3u2y = 0 ,
the bilinear operator [18, 19] reads
= Dxt[  1, l ] ( f ,g )  -f Dx[l]{f ,g)  4  3*Dy[2](f,g)  .
In this case we got a result only for test_for_4soliton set to FALSE, due to space
and memory limitations of MACSYMA on a VAX 8600. There is a three soliton
solution. In this case 6i = kiX 4* hy — Wit. We obtain the dispersion relation 
3 / 2  fa4
ll> =  -----:----- , and for the coefficients of the three soliton solution:
_  ( k i l j  — k i k ]  -  l i k j  - f  k f k j ) ( k i l j  +  k i k]  -  h k j  -  k f k j )  . . o  . .
a '3 ~  ( k i l j  -  h k ]  -  l i k j  -  k f k j ) ( k i l j  +  k , k ]  -  Ukj  +  k f k 3) ’ ’ ’ ’ %<3  ’
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and
^123 =  a 12 a 13 a 23 •
For the Boussinesq equation [19, 23]
« 2t — u2x — 3(u2)2x — u4x = 0 ,
the bilinear operator is
B ( f , g )  =  Dxt[Q,2](f,g) -  Dx[2]{f,g) -  Dx[4](f,g) .
There is a four soliton solution. In the expansion we use 0, =  kiX — ujit +  Si- The
dispersion relation is given by u; =  — fcy/1 +  k2. The coefficients in the three 
soliton solution are
J l  + k f J l  + k] -  2k? + Skkj — 2k2- — 1
=  V  - Vf -------      , i , j  = 1 ,2 ,3  and i < j ,
0 7 +  A:?0 + k) -  2k? -  Skikj -  2k) -  1
and
Sl23 — 0,12 O13 a23
In this case we got a result only for check-coefficients set to FALSE, partly due 
to the fact tha t the dispersion relation is irrational and partly due to space and
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memory limitations of MACSYMA on a VAX 8600. So, we only calculated the 
coefficients aij and b123 via the polynomial form. One way to remove the square 
root in a formula is by a uniformization transformation. The procedure is as 
follows: in the dispersion relation
uj =  — ky/ l  -f k2 ,
one puts
* - I H )
Then
1 /  1UJ
-  G - 0 -
We have not yet implemented this option into our programs. The goal is to 
have this uniformization process in an autom ated form. Should the program 
detect the appearance of a in the dispersion law, it should warn the user 
th a t it will try  to perform a uniformization transformation or request a suitable 
substitution if it does not succeed finding one by itself.
•  For the shallow water wave equation [19],
U'xxt d- 3iiUf 3ux I Ht d%c ux W; — 0 ,JX
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the bilinear operator is
B ( f , g )  =  D x t [ 3 , l ] ( f , g )  - D x [ 2 ] ( f , g )  -  D x t [ l , l ] ( f , g )  .
In this case we got a result only for test_for_4soliton set to FALSE, due to
space and memory limitations of MACSYMA on a VAX 8600. There is a three
soliton solution. In this case 0,- =  k{X — u;t£ +  0t. We obtain the dispersion relation 
k
lj =   ------ 77—7 — and for the coefficients of the three soliton solution:
( 1  +  k)( l  — k)
(hi -  *,)*(*? - k i k j  + q -  3) . . , „ „ J
a,i _  (ki +  kj)*(k? +  kikj + k] -  3) ’ %' 3 ~  ' ’ 3 ’
&123 == a12 a13 a23
( & 1  + & 2 ) 2 Li2(k\-\-k2,)2 Li3(k2 +  k3,)2 Z/23
where we used the abbreviations Kij  =  kf — ki kj +  kj — 3 and Lij =  kf  +  kikj +  
k] — 3 , for 2 , 7  =  1,2 ,3  with i <  j .
5.2 T est R esu lts  for C oupled System s
For all the cases below, the two soliton solution is generated by
/  =  1 +  2 exp 0 ! +  i exp 0 2 — a i2 exp(0 ! +  0 2) ,
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g = 1 — i exp Q\ — i exp 02 — a12 exp(0i +  02) , (5*1)
and the three soliton solution by
/  =  1 +  i exp +  i exp 02 4- i exp 03
— a12 exp{0X +  02) — a13 exp(0i +  03) — a23 exp(02 4* 0 3 )
— ib\23 exp(#i -f O2 4- Oz) ,
g =  1 — i exp 6\ — i exp 02 — i exp 03
— a12 exp(0i +  02) — «i3 exp(0i +  03) — a23 exp(02 4- 0 3 )
4" i b\23 exp(0! 4" 02 H" Oz) •
For all cases tested, the coefficients a and &i23 calculated via both methods were the 
same.
•  For the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation (2.19),
vt +  6 v 2v x +  v3x =  0 ,
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the bilinear system [15] is
B l ( f , g )  -  Dx t[0 , l ] ( f ,g )  +Dx[3]( f ,g )  ,
B 2 { f ,g )  = Dx[2)(f,g) .
There is a four soliton solution. In the expansion 0t =  k{X — urf +  and the 
dispersion relation is lu = k3 . The coefficients of the three soliton solution are
=  [k, ‘ r r b  , *>J =  1.2 ,3  and i < j  ,(fc, +  kj)
and
(fci -  k2f  (Jfe, -  k3f  (k2 -  k3f
bl23 ~  « 1 2  « 1 3  “ 23 -  , ,  , , 2 , ,  , J. \ 2  '(&i +  k2) (k\ 4* £3 ) \Jc2 4* k^)
• For the fifth-order modified Korteweg-de Vries equation, the bilinear system 
(b-1 1 ) in [13] with n =  2 reads
B l ( f , g )  =  Dxt[Q,l](f ,g) + Dx[5\( f ,g)  ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  =  Dx[2](f,g) ,
and there is a four soliton solution. In the expansion =  k{X — U{t 4 - The 
dispersion relation is u) =  k5 and the coefficients of the three soliton solution
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are
di:j =  —— ■ 2 > 3 and z <  j  ,
(*i +  *i)
and
(*i -  Ar2)2 (A* -  fc3)2 (** -  fc3)2
123 — a 12 « 1 3  0 2 3  -  f  , U 2 n  , U 2 / ,  . , n2 *(fci +  Â ) (aJi -f- fc3) («2 +  &3)
•  For the seventh-order modified Korteweg-de Vries equation, the bilinear system 
(b-11) in [13] with n = 3 is
= Dxt[0 , l]( f ,g )  + D x \7 ] ( f ,g )  ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  =  Dx[2](f,g)  ,
and there exists a four soliton solution. In the expansion 0, =  k{X — ujit +  <$,- 
and the dispersion relation reads u  =  k 7. The coefficients of the three soliton 
solution are
“>•> =  n  , M 2 ’ *’>•? =  1>2’3 811(1 * <  J )(«. +  kj)
and
( h  -  k2)2 ( h  -  h ) 2 (k2 -  k3)2
0123 -  0 1 2  0 1 3  0 2 3  -  —--  2 / t~ ~  , n2 , ,  . , x2 *(«i -f ^2 ) (&i -f- Ar3) (&2 -f &3)
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• For the ninth-order modified Korteweg-de Vries equation, the bilinear system 
(b-11) in [13] with n =  4 is
=  £>x<[0,l](/,s) +  Dx[9](/,sr),
B 2 ( f ,g )  = Dx[2]( f ,g) ,
and the program confirms that there is a two soliton solution but no three 
soliton solution. In the expansion 0, =  k{X — uj{t -f 6{ where u j =  k9 . The 
coefficient of the two soliton solution is
(*i -  fc2)2
“ 12 (*i +  k2)2 •
• For yet another type of a high-order modified Korteweg-de Vries equation, the 
bilinear system (b-12) in [13] is
B l ( f , g )  = Dxt[0,1 ](f,g)  +  Dx[d](f,g)  ,
B 2 { f ,g )  =  Dx[4](f,g) .
There is a two soliton solution but no three soliton solution. In the expansion 
$i == kiX — u?it + 6i and the dispersion relation is given by u j =  k3. The coefficient
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of the two soliton solution is
(*» -  **)'
“ 12 —
(^1 H" ^2)
For the Backlund transformation associated with the equation th a t models shal­
low water waves, the bilinear system (b-13) in [13] is
B l ( f , g )  =  Dxt[0 , l]( f ,g)  4- Dx[l]( f ,g)  -  D x[2 , l] ( f ,g )  ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  = Dx[2](f,g) .
There is a four soliton solution. In the expansion 0, =  k^x — wrf +  &i with 
k
uj =  — —------ . The coefficients of the three soliton solution are
k z — 1
“.j =  j ' k < « ,i =  1-2,3 and i < j ,
~r kj  J
and
(hi -  (Id -  ha)2 (In -  k ) 2
123 -  «12  « 1 3  « 2 3  -  TT-. , v2 / ,  , M 2 / ,  , » x2 *(A?! +  ^2 ) (m H" ^3 ) (&2 d- &3J
• For the bilinear system (b-14) in [13] ,
B l ( f , g )  = Dxt[0 , 1 ]( f ,g)  +  Dx[l]( f ,g)  -  Dxt[2 , l ] ( f ,g )  ,
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B 2 { f ,g )  =  D x t[ l , l ] ( f ,g )
there is a four soliton solution. In the expansion 0t- =  k^x — uj{t -f with the
k .
dispersion relation u j =  — —------. The coefficients of the three soliton solution
k — 1
are
(k, -  k ^ j k . k ,  +  1) 
(fc, + k t f i k i k j  -  1)
  v̂ * j J i  ̂  i o o  i „• ^ „•— / 1_ i i_ \o/ 7_ ^j3 — 1 j a n d  z ^  j  ,
and
&123 =  « 1 2  « 1 3  « 2 3
(fr -  fc2)2 ( h  -  fc3)2 (A;2 -  k3y  (kxk2 + 1) (Ma + 1) (k2k3 + 1)
(ki 4- k2)2 (&i +  &3)2 (& 2 4- &3)2 (kik2 — 1) ( k ^ 3 — 1) (k2k3 -  1) ’
For the bilinear system (b*15) in [13] with n =  1 ,
B l ( f , g )  = Dxt[Qyl]( f ,g)  + Dx[3](f,g)  ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  =  Da?/[1, l ] ( f ,g )  +  ^ [4 ] ( / ,5 f )  ,
there is a four soliton solution. In the expansion 0t- =  kiX — uj{t 4- 6*. The 
dispersion relation is uj =  k3 and the coefficients are
(k{ — kj)2 . . .
=  — - - -j j i-iJ =  1 ,2 ,3  and z <  j  ,
(*i +  «j)
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and
( h  -  k2)2 (kt -  k3f  (k 2 - k 3)'
(ki +  k?y  ( i i  +  k3y  (k2 +  k3)‘
For the bilinear system (b*15) in [13] with n =  2 ,
B l ( f , g )  =  Dxt[0 , l]( f ,g )  +D x[5]( f ,g )  ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  =  D i i [ l , l ] ( / , s )  +  Dx[6](/,flr) ,
there exists a two soliton solution but there is no three soliton solution. In the 
expansion 0, =  k{X — (jj(t +  <£,. The dispersion relation is u> =  k5 and the two 
soliton solution has the coefficient
(A* -  k2f { k l  -  kxk2 +  kl)
a 12 = (A?i +  k2)2(kl  -J- k \k2 -J- kl)
For the bilinear system (b-16) in [13] with n — 1 ,
B l ( f , g )  =  -D i<[0 ,l](/,a) +  £>a:[3](/,s) ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  = Dxt[Q,2](f,g) + Dxt[Z, l]( f ,g)  ,
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there is a four soliton solution. In the expansion 0t =  k{x — wrf 4- Si with uj = k3. 
The coefficients of the three soliton solution are
i h  -  k t f i k ?  + kikj + k]) . . , „ „ J . „ .
^  =  ^  =  1>2’3 and
and
(fci -  k2f ( h  -  fc3)2 (M -  k3)2K 12K 13K 23
(k\ +  k2)2(k\ +  k^)2(k2 +  ks)2 L 12L 13L 23
Where we used the abbreviations K{j =  kf  4- k^kj +  k 2 and L{j =  kf  — ki kj -f k2 , 
for i , j  — 1 ,2 ,3  with i < j  .
For the bilinear system (b-16) in [13] with n = 2 ,
B l ( f , g )  =  Dxt[0,1 ](f ,g)  4- Dx[5](f,g)  ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  = Dxt[0,2](f,g)  + Dxt[5 , l]( f ,g )  ,
there exists a two soliton solution but there is no three soliton solution. In the 
expansion 0, =  k{X — uj{t +  Si with u j  =  k 5. The coefficient of the two soliton 
solution is
=  (&i -  k2)2(k2 -  k ik2 4- k 2)(kj  +  k3k2 +  k \ k 2 +  k ik 3 4- kj)  
12 (&i +  k2)2(k2 4- k \k2 4- k2)(ki — k3k2 4- k2k2 — k ik 3 4- k$)
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• For the bilinear system with a param eter a ,
= Dxt[0 ,1 ]( /,g) +  Dx[3](f,g)  ,
B 2 ( f ,g )  =  Dxt[  1,1 ](f ,g)  +  a * Dx[4](f,g)  ,
there exists a two soliton solution. For a three soliton solution to exist,
7 2 (a — 1) a (2 a+1) k i k2 k3 (k x — k 2 ) \  +  k2 % kx — k3 )\ k  a +  &3 )X&2 ~  h )\ k  2 +  k3)2 — 0
should be satisfied. From this result, we can see th a t there is a at least a three 
soliton solution if the param eter a equals 1,0 or This is a very useful feature 
of the program since it allows determination of the values of param eters for 
which the condition is satisfied. In practice, this could used in a search for 
integrable equations. In the expansion 0, =  kiX — u){t -f Si with u j  = k3. The 
coefficient of the two soliton solution is
(ki — k2)2(ak\ — k2 — 2akxk2 — k ik2 -f ak2 — k\)
12 (&i +  k2)2(ak2 — k^ +  2akik2 +  kxk2 +  ak2 — k2)
One could now carry on with either one of the above special values for param eter 
a and test if there exists a four soliton solution. Or one could construct the 
three soliton solutions for the original equation with a =  1,0 or | .
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C h a p t e r  6  
C o n c l u s i o n
In this thesis we developed two symbolic programs, both written in MAC- 
SYMA syntax, for the construction of soliton solutions. The algorithm of both pro­
grams is based on Hirota’s bilinear method which allows to construct multiple-soliton 
solutions of nonlinear evolution and wave equations, provided a bilinear representa­
tion of the equations is known. The first program allows to construct one, two and 
three soliton solutions of a single bilinear equation; the second one carries out similar 
computations for a bilinear system. Both programs also allow to test for the existence 
of up to four soliton solutions. The programs have been tested on many equations 
from soliton theory, including well-known single equations and systems.
It is conjectured th a t every nonlinear PDE that admits a four soliton solution 
is completely integrable. In that sense the symbolic computation of soliton solutions 
plays a significant role in testing the integrability of nonlinear PDEs. Presently, there 
are no other programs available to test for the existence of exact soliton solutions or 
to construct these solutions explicitly.
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The computer implementation of H irota’s bilinear method, is made consider­
ably easier by introducing an equivalent but simpler expression for Hirota’s bilinear 
operators and D™DJ1. To avoid ‘exponential’ expression swell during the calcula­
tions, the exponentials are abbreviated by functions h{:r, t) which have inherently all 
the needed properties of exponentials.
Since the computations are symbolic, bilinear operators can have undeter­
mined parameters. The symbolic programs allows to determine the values of these 
param eters for which the equations will admit soliton solutions, and thus be com­
pletely integrable.
It is possible to develop new symbolic programs tha t calculate soliton solutions 
of a large family of single and/or coupled bilinear equations. W ith these programs 
in place, one could start a comprehensive search for nonlinear evolution and wave 
equations tha t have soliton solutions. The design of such a program and the inves­
tigation of general bilinear forms (using this software) would be an interesting topic 
for further research.
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A p p e n d ix  A
P ro o fs
In this Appendix we give the explicit proofs of formulae (3.12), (4.1) and (4.2) 
in the text.
A . l  T h e  P ro o f  o f H iro ta ’s N -S o lito n  C o n d itio n
For the bilinear representation of a PDE,
(A.1)
the polynomial P  is supposed to be even P ( D X, D t) =  P ( —D x, —D t) and without a 
constant term  P {0,0) =  0.
The general iV-soliton solution is








0i =  kiX — U{t -f Si , i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  N ,  (A.3)
and where the constants &,■, u>i must satisfy the dispersion relation
P ( k i , -  c*) =  0 ,  * =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  IV. (A.4)
Furthermore,
aij =  exp Ajj = - Pp f ?  . i <  3 ■ (A.5)P  \ k{ -f- k j , U3{ LOj j
For a three soliton solution to exist, one requires that
S[P, n] =  X) P  { i t ,
<T=± 1 \i=l t=l /
(n)
x — CTjkj, —CTiLJi -f- <7j(jjj)<Ti<Tj =  0, (A.6)
*<j
for each n =  2 , . . . ,1V . Where 22<r=±i indicates the summation over all possible 
combinations of <Ti =  ±1, =  ± 1 , . . . ,  <rn =  ±1 and flJ<j means the product over
all possible combinations of n elements under the condition i < j.
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P ro o f: Substituting (A.2) into (A.l)  and using (2.7) yields
! £  p  feo * * ' -  /*<)*.-> -
fi=0,1 ^ '= 0,1 \ t= l  t= l
x exp
‘ N  (N)
^ 2 { P i  Pi)^* ^ 2 ( P * P j  — P t , P j ) ^ i j
i= l i< j
=  0, (A.7)
where P  is given by (A .l). Let the coefficient of the factor
exP ( Y j ei +  2 J 2  °i
, t= l *=n+l
(A.8)
on the left-hand side of (A.7) be G. It follows that
g  = J 2  L  c° nd(^» p ' )p  f e t e  -  -  £(/*< -  A*i)W)





where the notation cond(//, / / )  means tha t summations over fi and fi' are taken under 
the following conditions:
P j  +  P j  =  1 for J  =  1» 2, • . . ,  n  ,
P j  — P j  =  1 f°r j = n + l , n  +  2 , . . . , m ,
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Defining the variable
=  P j  ~  P j
using (A. 10) and setting =  0 for i > j ,  we then have
( A T )
y  A  P i P j  d “  P i P j ) A i j
*<J
N  N
y  , y  Xpip? 4" PiPj)^ij
t=i j=i
n n n m n N
EE+E.E +E E
t ' = l  j = 1  : = 1  , ; ‘ = n + l  » = 1  j = m + 1
m n m m
+ E E + E  E +.E E
t = n - f l  j —\  t = n + l j = n + l  i = n + l  j = m + l
N  n N  m N  N
+ E E + E  E + E E
t = m + l  j i = l  t = m + l  j = n + 1  t = m + l  j r " = m + l
n n m n m m
E
t = l j — 1  t = n + l j = 1  i = n + l j = n + l
(piPj +
y i  {piPj d* fiifj'j)Aij +  At-j +  Aij
* , i = l  t = n + l  j = 1  t , j = n + l
E j ( 1 + <7i ) ( l + ^ )  +  T ( l - 0 ' . ' ) ( l - ^ )
*o=i L
At-j
d" A i j  d- ^*i
i = n + l  j = l  t , j = n + l
(A.10)
(A. l l )
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n -| m  n  m
=  5 3  2 ^  Giai)Aij  +  I ]  5 3 ^ b ' +  53
t,j=l t'=n+l ji=l t,j=n+l
(ti) -j m  n  m
=  53  9  (-*- +  aiaj)Aij  +  X] 53^* i +  • (A.12)
t<j i= n + lj= l t'J=n+l
Since <j, and <7j take the values +1 or —1 for 1 <  i , j  <  n, regarding (A.10) and 
(A.11), we obtain, from the relations P ( k , —u>) =  P ( —k,Lj) and as a consequence of 
(A.5),
exp rl , ,  . T T N,  1 P(«t,T, -  (Jj k3, -a,uj, + a ^ , )
. 2  +  ~ - - - - - - - - - i > ( h  +  k } , -~ Z ~ )- - - - - - ^  ( A ' 1 3 )
Substituting (A .ll) , (A.12) and (A.13) into (A.9) yields
(n n \  (n)53  ~  53  (Ti<jJi J I I  P (aiki ~  aJkh  —<W  +  <TjWj)<Ti<Jj , (A.14)i=l »=1 /  t<j
where c is a constant tha t is independent of the summation indices <r1? cr2, . . . ,  crj .̂ If 
we can verify the identity
(
n  n  \  ( n )
53  ~  53  <7*U;*' J I I  ”  Vjkj, -CTiUi +  <TjUj)(Ti(Tj =  0 (A.15)
i=l i=l /  i < j
for n = 2 , . . . ,  AT, then (A.2) is an exact solution of the bilinear equation (A .l). The 
above identity is nothing else then 5[P, n ] =  0; this completes the proof.
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A .2 T h e  P ro o f  o f th e  N ew  E x p ress io n s  fo r H iro ta ’s O p e ra to rs
H irota’s operators D *(f 'g)  and D™D?(f-g) given in (2.2) and (2.3) can be 
w ritten as
h o  J'!(« — i)! d x ’ dx"- i  ’ ( ' ’
=  A  J .  ( _ i)(m+n~ j- ‘>m ! n! d'+>f er+~-*-ig
x 1 j Km — i)* *-(n ”  0* d txdxi d tn~ld x rn~i
These expressions were used in the algorithms of the two programs.
P ro o f: We will prove (A.16) by m athem atical induction. The formula (A.17) can be 
proven in a similar way.
We first try  to show that
For n =  1,
dg{x’)
dx'
^ ( - 1  ) ( ' - » l \ & f ( x ) d ' - ’g(x') 
,to iKl -JY- dxi d*'-i ' K ’
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(A.18) obviously holds. If we assume (A.18) to be true for n  — 1, then
( 9 9 V  ’f r m - .r i 'n  V  ( ~ 1)(n 1 i)(ra~ 1 )x-dif{x)dn 1 >g(x')
dx') j!(n _ !  — j)! dx> dx'"-1-’ '  ̂ ' '
Using (A.20), we have
dx dx
/  d  d Y * r  ( ~ 1 ) (n~ 1~ j ) ( yt - ! ) ! d J7 ( * )  f r - ' - ’g W )
dx 'J  jZJQ j\(n  — 1 — j) \  dx* dx ' n~l~j
(—l)<’- 1-->>(n -  1)! / d i+1f ( x ) d n- 1~i g{x') 
j \ (n  — 1 — j ) !  y  d x i+1 dx' n~1~j
dj f ( x )  d ^ ^ i?7 ( s ') \
/ n - j  Jdxi dx
?=i -  1)! dj+1 f ( x )  d n- 1-^g(xt)
j \ (n  — 1 — j) \  d x i+1 d x ' n~1~j
( - l ) ( " - 1-->)(n - 1)! d’f ( x )  d n- ’g{x') 
j ! (n  — 1 — j)! d x '  dx' n~'
" (_ l)(" -J )(n -  1)! d ' f ( x )  dn~'g(x’)
( j  —  l)!(n — j)! dx '  dx ' n ~ '
n-j  ( - l ) ( - i ) ( n  -  1)! 9 ' f { x )  d"->g{x') 
j \ ( n  — 1 —  j ) \  dx' d x ' n ~ '
_  l=i / ( - l ) ( n- J)(n -  1)! (—1)<"-J)(n - 1)!\  d ' f ( x )
^  \  ( j  — l)!(n -  i)! +  — 1 — i)! /  d x '  dx ' n~'
I d n f W  I r
+  - & = “  +  (_1) f { x ) ~ d ^ r
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_  ^  ( - l)< n- j>n! d’f ( x )  9"-->g (x') 
j \ (n  — j ) \  dx i  dx ' n~i
d x n dx' n
_  " ( - 1 ) ( ”-J)n! t f f i x )  d"-*g(x')
j^Q i K n “ i)- ®xj d x ' n~ i
Thus, (A .18) is true for all n =  1 , 2 , . . .  . Setting x r — x , we have
T-.nl f  ^ ( - l ) ( " - ^ n ! » 7 ( x ) 9 " - ^ ( x )
*=o i K " - y ) !  9x1 9 x " - i
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A p p en d ix  B  





















Figure B .l:  Flowchart
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A p p en d ix  C
Table w ith  Logical C om binations
In this Appendix we give the table with the logical combinations for the 
Boolean variables that can be selected in the batch files.
Table C .l:  Logical Combinations of batch files
n test _for_3soli ton check.coefficients test_for_4soliton
1 TRUE FALSE TRUE
1 FALSE FALSE TRUE
1 TRUE FALSE FALSE
1 FALSE FALSE FALSE
2 TRUE TRUE TRUE
2 FALSE FALSE TRUE
2 TRUE FALSE TRUE
2 FALSE TRUE TRUE
2 TRUE TRUE FALSE
2 FALSE FALSE FALSE
2 TRUE FALSE FALSE
2 FALSE TRUE FALSE
3 TRUE TRUE TRUE
3 FALSE FALSE TRUE
3 TRUE FALSE TRUE
3 FALSE TRUE TRUE
3 TRUE TRUE FALSE
3 FALSE FALSE FALSE
3 TRUE FALSE FALSE
3 FALSE TRUE FALSE
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A p p en d ix  D
Program  C odes and Test O utput
In this Appendix we give code of the programs HIROTA.SINGLE.MAX and 
HIROTAJSYSTEM.MAX and some MACSYMA output of the test cases.
D .l  H IR O TA  JSIN G LE.M A X
/**************************************************************/ 
/ *  * //* *** M A C S Y M A  P R O G R A M  *** */
/ *  * //* COMPUTER ASSISTED CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */
/* OF NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS */
/* WITH HIROTA'S METHOD */
/ *  * //* program name: HIROTA_SINGLE.MAX */
/ *  * //* purpose: calculate the DISPERSION LAW, the CONDITIONS for */
/* the existence of up to a four soliton solution and the */
/* explicit CONSTRUCTION of the one, two and the three */
/* SOLITON SOLUTION for single evolution or wave equations */
/ *  * //* computers: tested on VAX-8600 */
/* language: MACSYMA release 412 */
/ *  * //* authors: W. Hereman and W. Zhuang */
/* Dept, of Mathematical and Computer Sciences */
/* Colorado School of Mines, */
/ *  Golden, CO 80401, USA */
/ *  * //* updated: September 26, 1991 */
/ *  * //**************************************************************/
COMMENTINTER(name):=BLOCK(
PRINT("/*********************************************************/”),PRINT("/* WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM HIROTA_SINGLE */"),
PRINT("/* FOR THE CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */"),
















) ,if freeof(l,m) then
print ("In the expansion THETA = K X - OMEGA T + CONSTANT.") 
else
print ("In the expansion THETA = K X - OMEGA T + L Y + CONSTANT."), 
print("For the ", name," equation, the dispersion relation is "), 
print(" OMEGA =",m)
)$ /* End of the block for the dispersion law */
condition_4soliton(P):= 
block([cond4,si,s2,s3,s4],
print ("Starting the test for the existence of a four soliton solution"), 
cond4:0,
for sl:-l thru 1 step 2 do(
for s2:-l thru 1 step 2 do(
for s3:-l thru 1 step 2 do(







*P(s4*k4-s3*k3,s4*m4-s3*m3,s4*l4-S3*l3)*s4*s3 ) ) ) ) , cond4:ratsimp(cond4), 
if cond4 #0 then(
print("There is no four soliton solution!"),
print("The condition",factor(cond4),"=0 should be satisfied"), 
return(false))
else(




print("Starting the test for the existence of a three soliton solution!"), 
cond3:0,
for sl:-l thru 1 step 2 do(
for s2:-l thru 1 step 2 do(





) ) ) ,
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cond3:ratsimp(cond3), 
if cond3 #0 then(
print("The condition",factor(cond3),"=0 should be satisfied"), 
print("There is no three soliton solution!"), 
return(false))else(
print("There is at least a three soliton solution!"), 
return(true))
)$ /* End of the block for the condition_3soliton */
condition_l_2soliton(P):=block([condl,cond2], condl:ratsimp(p(0,0,0)),
cond2:ratsimp(p(kk,mm,11)-p(-kk,-mm,-11)), 
if condl #0 or cond2 #0 then(
print("There is not a one or two soliton solution!"), 
if condl #0 then(
print("The bilinear operator contains a constant term!"), 
print("The condition",factor(condl),"=0 should be satisfied")), 
if cond2 #0 then(
print("The bilinear operator is not even!"),
print("The condition",factor(cond2),"=0 should be satisfied")), 
return(false))else(
print("There is at least a one and two soliton solution!"), 
return(true))
)$ /* End of the block for the condition_single */





if n=3 then( aa[l,3]:ratsubst(k[3],k[2],ratsubst(1(3],1(2],aa[1,2])), 
aa[2,3]:ratsubst(k[2],k[l],ratsubst(1[2],l[l],aa[l,3]))), 
print("The coefficient", aa[i,j)," is calculated via the bilinear operator."), 
print("The coefficient", aa[i,j]," = ",factor(
ratsubst(1[i],1[1],ratsubst(1(j],1[2],
ratsubst(k[i],k[l],ratsubst(k[j],k[2],aa(l,2]))))))
)$ /* end of the block for the construct_2soliton */
construct_3soliton(B,n):=block(







for il:l thru n do (
for j1:1 thru n do (
for si : jl+1 thru n do (




print("The coefficient",'bb[1,2,3],"is calculated via the bilinear operator."), 
print("The coefficient",'bb(1,2,3]," = ",bb[1,2,3])




print("The coefficient", a[i,j]," is calculated via the polynomial form."), 
print("The polynomial is P=", p(k,'m,l)), 
print("The coefficient", a[i,j]," = ",
factor(ratsubst(l[i], 11, ratsubst (1 [ j ] ,12, 
ratsubst(k[ij,kl,ratsubst(k[j],k2,a[l,2]))))))




if check=0 then (
print("The coefficients", a[i,j]," and", aa[i,j]," are the samel"), 
return(true))
else(
print("The coefficients", a[i,j]," and", aa[i,j]," are different!"), 
return(false))




print("The coefficient ",*b[l,2,3]," is calculated via the polynomial form."), 




if check=0 then (
print("The coefficients ",'b[l,2,3],"and ",’bb[1,2,3],"are the samel"), 
return(true))else(
print("The coefficients ",*b[l,2,3],"and ",’bb[l,2,3],"are different!"), 
return(false))






/ (j 1 * (n-j) 1) , j , 0,n),
Dy[n](f,g):=sum((-l)*(n-j)*n!*diff(f,y,j)*diff(g,y,n-j)
/(j ! * (n-j) 1) , j ,0,n) ,
Dxt[m ,n](f,g):-sum((-1)‘(m-j)*m!*sum((-1)“(n-i)*n!* 
diff(diff(f,x,j),t,i)*diff(diff(g,x,m-j),t,n-i)
/ (i!*(n-i)1),i,0,n)/(j1 *(m-j)1),j,0,m),P(K,M,L):=RATCOEF(EV(B (1,%E“(L*Y+K*X-M*T+CSt)),DIFF),%E~(L*Y+K*X-M*T+cst)) )$
/* end of the block for the Hirota operation */
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/* check the even and no constant term bilinear operator */ 
if result2=true then( 





if test_for_4soliton=true and result3=true then 
condition_4soliton(P), 
if n=3 then ( ~
if result3=true then (
print("Starting the construction of the three soliton solution!"),
O-j (P) /b_123(P)) 
else n:2 ), if n=2 then (
print("Starting the construction of the two soliton solution!"), 
a_ij(P)), output(n),
if check_coefficients=true then(









/* end of the block for the Hirota Method */ 
output(n):=(
if n=l then f:l+exp(THETA[l]), 
if n=2 then
f:l+exp(THETA[l])+exp(THETA[2]) + 'a[l,2]*exp(THETA[l]+THETA(2]) , 
if n=3 thenf:1+exp(THETA[1])+exp(THETA[2])+exp(THETA(3])
+' a [ 1, 2 ] *exp (THETA[ 1]+THETA[2 ]) + *a[l,3] *exp (THETA[ 1]+THETA[ 3 ])
+'a[2,3]*exp(THETA[2]+THETA[3])
+'b[l,2,3]*exp(THETA[1]+THETA[2]+THETA[3]), 
print("The function f =", f)
) $
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D .2  H IR O T A JSY ST E M .M A X
/**************************************************************/
/ *  * /
/ *  * * *  M A C S Y M A  P R O G R A M  *** */
/ *  * //* COMPUTER ASSISTED CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */
/* OF NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS */
/* WITH HIROTA'S METHOD */
/ *  * //* program name: HIROTA_SYSTEM.MAX */
/ *  * //* purpose: calculate the DISPERSION LAW, the CONDITIONS for */
/* the existence of up to a four soliton solution and the */
/* explicit CONSTRUCTION of the one, two and the three */
/* SOLITON SOLUTION for equations of mKdV type */
/ *  * /
/ *  computers: tested on VAX-8600 */
/* language: MACSYMA release 412 */
/ *  * /
/ *  authors: W. Hereman and W. Zhuang *//* Dept, of Mathematical and Computer Sciences */
/* Colorado School of Mines, */
/ *  Golden, CO 80401, USA */
/ *  * //* updated: September 26, 1991 */
/ *  * //**************************************************************/
COMMENTINTER(name):=BLOCK(PRINT("/*********************************************************/"),
PRINT("/* WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM HIROTA_SYSTEM */")»
PRINT("/* FOR THE CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */"),
PRINT("/* OF THE ", NAME," EQUATION * / ” ) ,
















) ,if freeof(l,m) then
print("In the expansions THETA = K X - OMEGA T + CONSTANT.") 
else
print ("In the expansions THETA = K X - OMEGA T + L Y + CONSTANT."), 
print("For the ", name," equation, the dispersion relation is "), 
print(" OMEGA =",m)
)$ /* End of the block for the dispersion law */
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condition_4soliton(Pl,P2):=block([cond41,cond42,temp,sl,82,83,s4],
print("Starting the test for the existence of a four soliton solution"), 
cond41:0, 
cond42:0,
for sl:-l thru 1 step 2 do(
for s2:-l thru 1 step 2 do(
for s3:-l thru 1 step 2 do(











) ) ) ) ,cond41:ratsimp(cond41), 
cond4 2:ratsimp(cond42), 
if cond41=0 and cond42=0 then(
print("There also exists a four soliton solution!"), 
return(true))
else(
print("There is no four soliton solution!"), 
if cond41 # 0 thenprint("The condition",factor(cond41),"=0 should be satisfied"), 





print("Starting the test for the existence of a three soliton solution!"), 
cond31:0, 
cond32:0,
for sl:-l thru 1 step 2 do(
for s2:-l thru 1 step 2 do(






*cos((sl+s2+s3)*%pi/2)*temp ))), cond31:ratsimp(cond31), 
cond3 2:rats imp(cond3 2), 
if cond31=0 and cond32=0 then(print("There also exists a three soliton solution!"), 
return(true))
else (
print("There is no three soliton solution!"),
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if cond31 # 0 then
print("The condition",factor(cond31),"=0 should be satisfied"), 
if cond32 # 0 then
print("The condition",factor(cond32),"=0 should be satisfied"), 
return(false))





if condl #0 or cond21 #0 or cond22 #0 then(
print("There is not a one or two soliton solution!"), 
if condl #0 then(print("The bilinear operator contains a constant term!"), 
print("The condition",factor(condl),"=0 should be satisfied")), 
if cond21 #0 then(print("The bilinear operator is not odd!"),
print("The condition",factor(cond21),"=0 should be satisfied")), 
if cond22 #0 then(
print("The bilinear operator is not even!"),
print("The condition",factor(cond22),"=0 should be satisfied")), 
return (false))
else (
print("There is at least a one or two soliton solutions!"), 
return(true))
)$ /* End of the block for the condition_single */
construct_2soliton(B2,n):=block([b2onl2,tf2,tg2,f2,g2,i,j], 
f2:0, g2:0,











print("The coefficient", aa[i,j]," is calculated via the bilinear operator."), 
print("The coefficient", aa[i,j]," = ",factor(
ratsubst(1[i],1[1],ratsubst(1[j], 1[2],
ratsubst(k[i],k [1],ratsubst(k[j],k[2],aa[l,2]))))))













for il:l thru n do (
for jl:l thru n do (
for si : jl+1 thru n do (
if il # jl and il # si then ( eq_right:eq_right+ratsinp(ev(teq_right,[i=il,j=jl,s=sl]))
) ) ) ) ,bb[1,2,3]:-eq_right/eq_left, 
bb [ 1,2, 3 ]:factor(bb[1,2,3]),
print("The coefficient",'bb[1,2,3]," is calculated via the bilinear operator."}, 
print("The coefficient",'bb[l,2,3]," = ",bb[l,2,3])
)$ /* end of the block for construct_3soliton */
a_ij(P2):=block(
a[1,2] :P2 (kl-k2,ml-m2,11-12)/P2 (kl+k2,ml+m2,11+12),
print("The coefficient", a[i,j]," is calculated via the polynomial form."), 
print("The polynomial is P2 =", p2(k,'m,l)), 
print("The coefficient", a[i,j]," » ",
factor(ratsubst(l[i],11,ratsubst(l[j],12, 
ratsubst(k[i] ,kl,ratsubst(k[ j] ,k2,a[l,2]))))}}




if check=0 then (
print("The coefficients", a[i,j]," and", aa[i,j]," are the samel"), 
return(true))
else{
print("The coefficients", a[i,j]," and", aa[i,j]," are different!"), 
return(false))





print("The coefficient ",'b[l,2,3]," is calculated via the polynomial form."), 
print("The coefficient ",'b[l,2,3],"= ",factor(b[l,2,3]))




if check=0 then (print("The coefficients ",'b[l,2,3],"and ",*bb[l,2,3],"are the samel"), 
return(true))
else( print("The coefficients ",*b[l,2,3],"and ",'bb[l,2,3],"are different!"), 
return(false))









Dxt[m,n] (f , g) :=sum( (-1) * (m-j) *m! *sum( (-l)*(n-i)*n!* diff(diff(f,x,j), t , i)*diff(diff(g,x,m-j),t,n-i)
/ (i!*(n-i)!),i,0,n)/(j!*(m-j)!),j,0,m),PI(K,M,L):=RATCOEF(EV(B1(1,%E"(L*Y+X*X-M*T+CSt)),DIFF),%E*(L*Y+K*X-M*T+cst)),
P2(K,M, L):=RATCOEF(EV(B2(1,%E*(L*Y+K*X-M*T+CSt)),DIFF),%E~(L*Y+K*X-M*T+cst)) )$ 
/* end of the block for the Hirota operation */






/* check the even and no constant term bilinear operator */ 
if result2=true then( 
if n=l then





if test_for_4soliton=true and result3=true then 
condition_4soliton(Pl,P2), if n=3 then (
if result3=true then (
print("Starting the construction of the three soliton solution!"), 
a_ij(P2), 
b_123(P2)) 
else n:2 ), 
if n=2 then (
print("Starting the construction of the two soliton solution!"), 
a_ij(P2)), 
output(n),
if check_coefficients=true then(print("Starting the verification of the coefficients"), 
if n>l then( construct_2soliton(B2,n), 
check_a()), 
if n>2 then( construct_3soliton(Bl,n), 
check_b()) ) )
)$/* end of the block for the Hirota Method */
output(n):=([f,g], if n=l then (
f:l+%i*exp(THETA[1]), 
g:l-%i*exp(THETA[1])), 
if n=2 then (
f:l+%i*exp(THETA[1])+%i*exp(THETA[2])-'a[1,2]*exp(THETA[1]+THETA[2)), 
g:l-%i*exp(THETA[ 1 ] ) -%i*exp(THETA(2])-'a[l,2)*exp(THETA[1]+THETA[2] ) ) ,  









print("The function f =", f), 
print("The function g =", g)
) $
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D .3  O utput o f Test C ases 
D .3 .1  K ortew eg-de-V ries (K dV ) Equation
(C3) loadfile("hirota_single.lsp")$






/* WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM HIROTA_SINGLE */
/* FOR THE CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */
/ *  OF T HE KORTEWEG_DE_VRIES EQUATION * /
/ *  WITH HIROTA'S METHOD */
/*********************************************************/
There is at least a one and two soliton solution!
In the expansion THETA = K X - OMEGA T + CONSTANT.
For the KORTEWEG_DE_VRIES equation, the dispersion relation is 
3
OMEGA = K
Starting the test for the existence of a three soliton solution!
There is at least a three soliton solution!
Starting the test for the existence of a four soliton solution
There also exists a four soliton solution!
Starting the construction of the three soliton solution!
The coefficient A is calculated via the polynomial form.
I, J
4
The polynomial is P= K - K M
2
(K - K )
J I
The coefficient A = ----------
I, J 2
(K + K )
J I
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The coefficient B is calculated via the polynomial form.
1, 2, 3
2 2 2 
(K2 - Kl) (K3 - Kl) (K3 - K2)
The coefficient B = --------------------------------
1, 2, 3 2 2 2
(K2 + Kl) (K3 + Kl) (K3 + K2)
THETA + THETA + THETA THETA + THETA
3 2 1 3 2
The function f = B %E + A %E
1, 2 ,  3 2 ,  3
THETA + THETA THETA THETA + THETA THETA
3 1 3  2 1 2
+ A %E + %E + A %E + %E
1, 3 1, 2
THETA
1
+ %E + 1
Starting the verification of the coefficients
The coefficient AA is calculated via the bilinear operator.
1/ J
2
(K - K )
J I
The coefficient AA =   —
I, J 2
(K + K )
J I
The coefficients A and AA are the same!
I, J I, J
The coefficient BB is calculated via the bilinear operator.
1, 2 ,  3
2 2 2 
(K - K ) (K - K ) (K - K )
2 1 3 1 3 2
The coefficient BB = --
1, 2 ,  3 2 2 2(K + K ) (K + K ) (K + K )
2 1 3 1 3 2
The coefficients B and BB are the same!








(C4) B(f ,g) := Dxtfl.l] (f,g)+Dxt[4,0Hf/g)+3*Dy[2] (f,g)$
(C5) name:Kadomtsev_Petviashvili$
(C6) hirota(b,name,n,true,true,false)$
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM HIROTA_SINGLE */
/* FOR THE CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */
/* OF THE KADOMTSEV_PETVIASHVILI EQUATION */
/* WITH HIROTA'S METHOD */
/it********************************************************/
There is at least a one and two soliton solution!
In the expansion THETA = K X - OMEGA T + L Y + CONSTANT.
For the KADOMTSEV_PETVIASHVILI equation, the dispersion relation is
2 4
3 L + K
OMEGA = ---------
K
Starting the test for the existence of a three soliton solution!
There is at least a three soliton solution!
Starting the construction of the three soliton solution!
The coefficient A is calculated via the polynomial form.
I, J
2 4
The polynomial is P= - K M + 3 L + K
The coefficient A
I ,  J
2
(K L - K K 
I J I J
2
L K + K K ) ( K L + K K  
I J I J I J I iJ
2 2
L K - K K ) 
I J I J
2
(K L - K K 
I J I J
2
L K - K K ) ( K L + K K  
I J I J I J I iJ
2 2L K + K K ) 
I J I J
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The coefficient B is calculated via the polynomial form.
1/ 2, 3
2 2
The coefficient B ■ (Kl L2 - K2 LI - K1 K2 + Kl K2)
1, 2 ,  3
2 2 2 2
(Kl L2 - K2 LI + Kl K2 - Kl K2) (Kl L3 - K3 LI - Kl K3 + Kl K3)
2 2 2 2
(Kl L3 - K3 LI + Kl K3 - Kl K3) (K2 L3 - K3 L2 - K2 K3 + K2 K3)
2 2 2 2 (K2 L3 - K3 L2 + K2 K3 - K2 K3)/((K1 L2 - K2 LI - Kl K2 - Kl K2)
2 2 2 2
(Kl L2 - K2 LI + Kl K2 + Kl K2) (Kl L3 - K3 LI - Kl K3 - Kl K3)
2 2 2 2
(Kl L3 - K3 LI + Kl K3 + Kl K3) (K2 L3 - K3 L2 - K2 K3 - K2 K3)
2 2(K2 L3 - K3 L2 + K2 K3 + K2 K3))
THETA + THETA + THETA THETA + THETA
3 2 1 3 2The function f = B %E + A %E
1, 2, 3 2, 3
THETA + THETA THETA THETA + THETA THETA
3 1 3  2 1 2
+ A %E + %E + A %E + %E
lr 3 1, 2
THETA
1+ %E + 1
Starting the verification of the coefficients
The coefficient AA is calculated via the bilinear operator.
I, J
The coefficient AA =
1/ J
2 2 2 2
(K L - K K - L K + K K ) ( K  L + K K - L K - K K)
I J  I J  I J  I J  I J  I J  I J  I J
2 2 2 2
(K L - K K - L K - K K ) ( K  L + K K - L K + K K)
I J  I J  I J  I J  I J  I J  I J  I J
The coefficients A and AA are the same!
I, J I, J
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(K L - K K 
1 2  1 2
2
L K + K K ) 
1 2  1 2
2 2 2 2
(K L + K K - L K - K K ) ( K  L - K K - L K + K K)
1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 3  1 3  1 3  1 3
2 2 2 2
(K L + K K - L K - K K ) ( K  L - K K - L K + K K )
1 3  1 3  1 3  1 3  2 3  2 3  2 3  2 3
2 2 2 2 ( K L + K K - L K - K K  )/((K L - K K - L K - K K )  
2 3  2 3  2 3  2 3  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2
2 2 2 2
(K L + K K  - L K + K K ) { K  L - K K - L K - K K )
1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 3  1 3  1 3  1 3
2 2 2 2
(K L + K K - L K + K K ) ( K  L - K K - L K - K K )
1 3  1 3  1 3  1 3  2 3  2 3  2 3  2 3
2 2
(K L + K K - L K + K K ) )
2 3  2 3  2 3  2 3
The coefficients B and BB are the same!
Time= 759090 msecs 
(C7) closefilef);







{C7) hirota(B1 , B2,name,n,true,true,true)$
1/ 2, 3 1, 2 ,  3
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/*********************************************************/
/* WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM HIROTA_SYSTEM */
/* FOR THE CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */
/* OF THE MO DIFIED_KORTEWEG_DE_VRIES EQUATION */
/* WITH HIROTA'S METHOD */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
There is at least a one or two soliton solutions!
In the expansions THETA - K X - OMEGA T + CONSTANT.
For the MODIFIED_KORTEWEG_DE_VRIES equation, the dispersion relation is 
3OMEGA = K
Starting the test for the existence of a three soliton solution!
There also exists a three soliton solution!
Starting the test for the existence of a four soliton solution
There also exists a four soliton solution!
starting the construction of the three soliton solution!
The coefficient A is calculated via the polynomial form.
I, J
2
The polynomial is P2= K
2
(K - K )
J I
The coefficient A = ----------
I, J 2
(K + K )
J I
The coefficient B is calculated via the polynomial form.
1, 2 ,  3
2 2 2 
(K2 - Kl) (K3 - Kl) (K3 - K2)
The coefficient B = --------------------------------
1, 2, 3 2 2 2
(K2 + Kl) (K3 + Kl) (K3 + K2)
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THETA + THETA + THETA 
3 2 1The function f = - %I B %E
1, 2, 3
THETA + THETA THETA + THETA THETA
3 2 3 1 3
- A %E - A %E + %I %E
2 ,  3 1, 3
THETA + THETA THETA THETA
2 1 2 1
- A %E + %I %E + %I %E + 1
1, 2
THETA + THETA + THETA 
3 2 1
The function g = %I B %E
1, 2, 3
THETA + THETA THETA + THETA THETA
3 2 3 1 3- A %E - A %E - %I %E
2, 3 1, 3
THETA + THETA THETA THETA
2 1 2 1
- A %E - %I %E - %I %E + 1
If 2
Starting the verification of the coefficients
The coefficient AA is calculated via the bilinear operator.
I, J 2
(K - K )
J I
The coefficient AA = ----------
I, J 2
(K + K )
J I
The coefficients A and AA are the same!
I, J I, J
The coefficient BB is calculated via the bilinear operator.
1, 2, 3 2 2 2
(K - K ) (K - K ) (K - K )
2 1 3 1 3 2The coefficient BB = ---------------------------------
1, 2 ,  3 2 2 2
(K + K ) (K + K ) (K + K )
2 1 3 1 3 2
The coefficients B and BB are the same!
1, 2, 3 1, 2 ,  3Time= 271390 msecs 
(C8) closefile();
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D .3 .4  H igher Order Ito  C oupled B ilinear E quations








/* WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM FOR THE */
/* CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */
/* OF THE MODIFIED_ITO_B16_2 EQUATION */
/* WITH HIROTA'S METHOD */
/*********************************************************/
There are at least one and two soliton solutions!
In the expansions THETA = K X - OMEGA T + CONSTANT.
For the MODIFIED_ITO_B16_2 equation, the dispersion relation is
5
OMEGA = K
Starting the test for the existence of a three soliton solution!
There is no three soliton solution!
3 3 2 2 3 2 2
The condition - 5000 Kl K2 (K2 - Kl) (K2 + Kl) K3 (K3 - Kl) (K3 + Kl)
2 2 2 2 2 
(K3 - K2) (K3 + K2) (K3 + K2 + Kl )
6 6  2 4 6  4 2 6  6 6  2 6 4  4 4 4
(K2 K3 + Kl K2 K3 + Kl K2 K3 + Kl K3 + Kl K2 K3 + Kl K2 K3
6 2 4  4 6 2  6 4 2  6 6
+ Kl K2 K3 + Kl K2 K3 + Kl K2 K3 + Kl K2 ) =0 should be satisfied
Starting the construction of the two soliton solution!
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The coefficient A is calculated via the polynomial form.
I, J
2 5
The polynomial is P2= M - K M
The coefficient A =
I, J
2 2 2 4 3 2 2 3
(K - K ) (K - K K + K ) (K + K K + K K + K K +J I J I J I J I J I J I J
2 2 2 4 3 2 2 3
(K + K ) (K + K K + K ) (K - K K + K K - K K +J I J I J I J I J I J I J
THETA + THETA THETA THETA2 1 2 1The function f = - A %E + %I %E + %I %E + l
1, 2
THETA + THETA THETA THETA
2 1 2 1 
The function g = - A %E - %I %E - %I %E + 1
1, 2
starting the coefficient checking
The coefficient AA is calculated via the bilinear operator.
I,  J
The coefficient AA =
1/ J
2 2  2 4  3 2 2 3  4
(K - K )  (K - K K + K ) ( K  + K K + K K + K K + K )
J I J I J  I J I J  I J  I J  I
2 2  2 4  3 2 2 3  4
(K + K ) (K + K K + K ) (K - K K + K K - K K + K )
J I J I J  I J I J  I J  I J  I
The coefficients A and AA are the same!




D .3 .5  B ilinear E quations w ith  a P aram eter
(C3) loadf ile ("hirota_systein. lsp") $
CSM$USERS:[WZHUANG.THESIS]hirota_system.lsp;1 being loaded. 
(C3) n:3$




/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* WELCOME TO THE MACSYMA PROGRAM HIROTA_SYSTEM */
/* FOR THE CALCULATION OF SOLITON SOLUTIONS */
/* OF THE TEST_PARAMETER_A EQUATION */
/* WITH HIROTA'S METHOD */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
There is at least a one or two soliton solutions!
In the expansions THETA * K X - OMEGA T + CONSTANT.
For the TEST_PARAMETER_A equation, the dispersion relation is 
3
OMEGA = K
Starting the test for the existence of a three soliton solution!
There is no three soliton solution!
2 2 2 
The condition 72 (A - 1) A (2 A + 1) Kl K2 (K2 - Kl) (K2 + Kl) K3 (K3 - Kl)
2 2 2
(K3 + Kl) (K3 - K2) (K3 + K2) =0 should be satisfied
Starting the construction of the two soliton solution!
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The coefficient A is calculated via the polynomial form.
I, J
4
The polynomial is P2= A K - K M
2 2 2 2 2 
(K - K )  (AK - K - 2 A K K - K K + A K - K )
J I  J J  I J I J  I I
The coefficient A = -------------------------------------------------------
I, J 2 2 2 2 2
(K + K ) (AK - K + 2 A K  K + K K + A K - K )
J I  J J  I J I J  I I
THETA + THETA THETA THETA
2 1 2 1
The function f = - A %E + %I %E + %I %E + l
1, 2
THETA + THETA THETA THETA
2 1 2 1
The function g = - A %E - %I %E - %I %E + 1
1, 2
Starting the verification of the coefficients
The coefficient AA is calculated via the bilinear operator.
I, J
The coefficient AA =
I, J
2 2 2 2 2
(K - K )  (AK - K - 2 A K K - K K + A K - K )
J I  J J  I J I J  I I
2 2 2 2 2
(K + K ) (AK - K + 2 A K  K + K K + A K - K)
J I  J J  I J I J  I I
The coefficients A and AA are the same!
I, J I, J
Time= 158660 msecs 
(C8) closefile();
